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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Anderson Creek is located in the southwest of Langley and drains an area of over 2,700 ha at the 196th
Street (Surrey/Langley) border. The creek is a tributary of the Nicomekl River. In 1999, the Township
completed the Anderson Creek Master Drainage Plan Update. The study recommended that a
comprehensive strategy be developed prior to conducting any erosion protection works. Therefore, the
Township requested proposals for terrain stability and channel morphology assessments of Anderson
Creek and its tributaries. Hay and Company Consultants, which is a division of EBA Engineering
Consultants Ltd., submitted the successful proposal and this report is the outcome of that proposal.
The channel assessment identified that Anderson Creek, within the study area, is relatively stable. The
system is subject to minor downcutting or degradation and minor aggradational processes on the
Mainstem. In general, the channel in the ravine valley displays signs of degradation as the easily erodible
sandy bed and bank material is downcut. This is evident in the numerous eroding banks and several slope
failures that have resulted from undercutting at the toe of the slope. The erosion and slope failures result
in large amounts of sand and gravel being deposited in the channel. This results in channel aggradation as
not all of the material gets transported out of the system during peak flows. The resulting depositional
features include large bars and the absence of relatively deep, frequent pools. The degradational and
aggradational processes offset each other to produce a relatively stable channel that is slightly on the
aggrading side of the scale.
Ongoing erosion and slope instability problems have been identified within the study area by a number of
sloughing banks, slope failures, and tree-falls reported by local residents. The terrain assessment revealed
that mass-wasting features and processes observed within the study areas appear to be the result of two
primary mechanisms. The first is toe erosion and bank oversteepening. Slope failures at the bottom of
the ravine were observed at several locations within the study area. The failures appear to be caused by a
cyclic pattern of toe erosion and oversteepening (undercutting) of the banks, some of which are nearly
vertical. The second mechanism is heavy precipitation and decreased bank stability. Slope failures near
the crest of the ravine appear to be caused by periods of heavy, continuous precipitation and the
associated increase in groundwater pore pressure and soil weight. Anthropogenic influences, primarily
due to poor drainage practices, increased loading from fillslopes, retaining walls, and piles of yard waste
dumped over the bank may be exacerbating the problem.
A comprehensive inventory was carried out of all identified eroding and unstable sites including areas
that could potentially lead to instability issues. The inventory identified all man-made structures and
unnatural areas including unstable or eroding sites that have been mitigated. All identified sites are
referred to as Points of Interest (POI) and 14 types were identified during the site visit for a total of 102
POI. The 14 POI types include 4 Creek Culverts, 6 Chainlink Fences, 4 Concrete Protections, 6 Cleared
Sites, 6 Dumped Material Sites, 28 Eroding Banks, 5 Gabion Baskets, 11 Log Jams, 14 Riprapped Banks,
2 Small Buildings, 9 Slope Failures, 4 Slope Seepages, 1 Timber Cribwall, and 2 Wooden Bridges.
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The results of the channel and terrain assessments, including the POI inventory, were used to develop
high, moderate and low areas for hazard and consequence within the study area. A decision matrix for
risk was used to identify high, moderate and low risk areas. A number of sections along upslope areas of
the ravine (and slope failure locations) were defined as high to medium risk, and isolated areas above
existing slope failures were defined as very high risk. The risk assessment considered the potential loss of
upslope property as the defining criterion.
Regarding specific improvements to POI within the channel, recommendations for stabilization were
provided. Of the 102 POI sites, there are 61 sites recommended for monitoring, 10 sites rated as low, 17
sites rated as moderate, and 14 sites rated as high. The low, moderate and high priority POI identified in
Table 9 have been grouped in the three types and are summarized in Tables 12 (low priority), Table 13
(moderate priority) and Table 14 (high priority). Of the total 102 POI, there are 35 on Township property.
Of those 35 sites, 21 are recommended for monitoring, 4 are given a low priority rating, 7 sites are given
a moderate rating and 3 sites a high rating.
Recommendations for future development include a safety setback from the crest of the ravine. All
improvements should be located at least 5 m from the natural slope crest. For proposed developments
closer to the crest of the slope than a line extending up at 2.5H:1V (22o) from the toe of the ravine at the
elevation of the creek channel, a site-specific geotechnical assessment should be carried out prior to
development. For proposed developments set back further than the 2.5H:1V line, a site-specific
geotechnical assessment of the ravine would not be required.
Along with the safety setback, a Best Management Practices (BMP) policy should be implemented for all
developments within the 2.5H:1V safety setback zone or otherwise border on the Anderson Creek ravine.
The BMP policies provide a framework for future developments through a combination of site-specific
geotechnical investigations, preservation of existing ground and vegetation conditions, and site-specific
slope stability improvement measures.
The total cost estimate for implementing all of the recommended prescriptions including the Monitoring
Program is $255,350. There is one lump sum cost estimate of $8,000 associated with the Monitoring
Program. The cost estimate for each low, moderate and high priority site is provided in the POI row as
illustrated in Table 9. The total cost is $89,800 for the 10 low priority sites, $73,350 for the 17 moderate
priority sites and $84,200 for the 14 high priority sites as shown at the bottom of Table 9. The total cost
estimate to implement all of the prescriptions on Township property is $169,600. The cost estimate is
$84,900 to implement the 4 low priority sites on Township property, $20,200 for the 7 moderate sites and
$56,500 to implement the 3 high priority sites on Township property.
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LIMITATIONS OF REPORT
Hay and Company Consultants Inc. (Hayco), in conjunction with EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd.
(EBA), has prepared this report for the use of the Township of Langley (the Township). The primary
objective of the study was to carry out terrain stability and channel morphology assessments along
Anderson Creek and its tributaries between 196th and 203rd Streets. This report presents the results of
these assessments, provides a preliminary overview of the associated hazards and risks to property based
on qualitative criteria, and provides recommendations for mitigative measures and policies for future
development along this portion of Anderson Creek.
The observations and discussions presented herein are based on field investigations carried out by Hayco
and EBA between December 15th and 19th 2006, and additional information collected during the course of
the project. Any use of this report by a Third Party, including reliance on the report or attached maps,
drawings, and figures for decision making or planning purposes, is the sole responsibility of such Third
Party. Hayco and EBA accept no responsibility for damages suffered by any Third Party through the use
or interpretation of this report, including potential changes to real estate values.
It is understood that the Township may release the report (or portions thereof) to the community to
convey current information about terrain stability and channel morphology conditions, and the associated
recommendations for mitigative measures and future development. Any Third Party reviewing this report
is advised that the report represents a preliminary, regional overview of the current terrain stability and
channel morphology conditions within the study area. The risk assessment as outlined in the report is
qualitative and is based solely on the potential loss of property due to terrain instability, and as such
should not be considered comprehensive. The results of the hazard and risk assessments provide a
framework for future development and assist in prioritizing areas for remedial measures. However,
detailed studies should be undertaken to determine the appropriate mitigative or remedial measures at
specific locations. Detailed studies may also be required to identify site-specific limitations on future
developments.
Use or interpretation of this report is further subject to EBA’s General Conditions, which are included in
Appendix 2 of this report.
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INTRODUCTION

This report is submitted as a result of a successful proposal, which was submitted to the Corporation of
the Township of Langley (the Township) in July 2005. The proposal was based on Request for Proposal
RFP-523 for the Anderson Creek Terrain Stability and Channel Morphology Assessments dated June 24,
2005. The Township was requesting proposals for terrain stability and channel morphology assessments
of Anderson Creek and tributaries between 196th and 203rd Streets in Langley, BC (Figure 1) and invited
EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd. (EBA) to submit a proposal. Hay and Company Consultants (Hayco)
is a division of EBA.
Anderson Creek is located to the south and west of the City of Langley and drains an area of over
2,700 ha at 196th Street, which is the border between Surrey and Langley (Figure 1). The creek is a
tributary of the Nicomekl River. Approximately 60% of the creek’s basin is in a semi-rural area with the
remaining 40% in residential neighbourhoods. Erosion due to bank undercutting and sloughing has been
a problem between 196th and 203rd Streets, where the watercourse is contained in a ravine. The back
yards of several residences adjacent to the creek are affected, as some homes are located at the top of the
ravine slopes. Some mitigative measures have been implemented, but the problems continue.
In 1999, the Township completed the Anderson Creek Master Drainage Plan Update (Master Drainage
Plan). That study recommended that a comprehensive strategy be developed prior to conducting any
erosion protection works. The results of this study are intended to comprise an important component of
the Master Plan. The following sections provide the details of our work.

2

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of the study was to carry out terrain stability and channel morphology assessments
along Anderson Creek and its tributaries between 196th and 203rd Streets. This area as identified on
Figure 1 is referred to as the study boundary. With respect to this assessment the study area is defined as
the area bounded by the crest of the ravine slope on either side. The location and types of unstable and
potentially unstable areas were identified and assessed in detail. The geomorphic assessment evaluated
historical channel migration and the history of slope failures, some of which have been induced by toe
erosion along the channel. With the results of the study we were able to recommend general safety
setbacks from the ravine slopes. A hazard and risk assessment was carried out and priority areas for
future works were ranked. Recommendations for a variety of mitigative measures are provided based on
the information acquired.
The challenge of the project was to take the results from the study and devise innovative solutions, which
are environmentally sound and provide the necessary safety requirements to ravine users and adjacent
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property owners and homeowners. Natural ravines, which include creeks and steep banks, are subject to
natural geomorphic processes such as erosion, sedimentation, channel meandering and flooding. These
natural processes can be accelerated in urbanized settings due to increased flow volumes and intensities as
well as human influences. These conditions create unique environments that require unique mitigative
solutions.

3

STUDY TEAM

The project manager and project geoscientist for the study was Mr. Jamie Stirling, M.Sc., P.Geo, Fluvial
Geomorphologist. Mr. Stirling was involved in all aspects of the project. The main areas of his focus
included being the primary contact with the Township, attending meetings with the Township and
carrying out the channel assessment fieldwork and report writing. Dr. Adrian Chantler P.Eng. was the
senior reviewer with respect to the channel morphology assessment. He provided advice as required to
the project team members, and reviewed and approved all channel related project deliverables prior to
submission to the Township.
Mr. Jason Pellett, EIT, was the project geotechnical engineer. Mr. Pellett was responsible for reviewing
the existing geotechnical information, carrying out the geotechnical field investigations and engineering
analyses as well as preparation of the geotechnical reporting. Mr. Sean Reilly, M.Sc., P.Eng, was the
senior geotechnical engineer for the project. Mr. Reilly reviewed and provided input for all geotechnical
engineering work including evaluation of the existing geotechnical information for the area, and oversaw
planning for the geotechnical field investigation. Mr. Reilly reviewed the required engineering analysis
and the geotechnical reporting. Mr. Reilly also attended the meetings with the Township.
Mr. Bob Patrick, M.Sc, P.Eng. is the Principal Engineer of EBA’s Geotechnical Practice. Mr. Patrick
was the senior quality reviewer for the project.

4

STUDY METHODS AND APPROACH

The study methods and approach for the project are divided into nine tasks and are summarized below.
At the end of each task a brief progress report was prepared and issued to the Township summarizing the
work along with the identification of any concerns or issues to date that we wished to discuss.
Task 1: Review of Background Information and Introductory Meeting
Before the introductory meeting, the study team reviewed all background information made available
prior to the meeting. This allowed the team to prepare a list of questions that would be discussed during
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the meeting. The project manager and the senior geotechnical engineer met with the key personnel of the
Township for this project to review and discuss the key issues associated with the project. After the
introductory meeting, the study team proceeded with a comprehensive review of the existing information,
focusing on a detailed reading of the Master Drainage Plan.
Task 2: Channel Morphology Assessment Fieldwork
The project manager / geomorphologist carried out the field program with the project geotechincal
engineer. The stream survey began at the downstream end of the study boundary (i.e., 196th Street) and
the creek centerline was walked with a hip chain. This chaining on the Mainstem ended at the upstream
limit of the study boundary (i.e., 36th Avenue). The headwaters represented the upstream limit on the
tributaries. As the creek was walked during the fieldwork, the general morphological conditions of the
creek were documented with field notes, sketches and photographs. All eroding and unstable banks and
slopes were documented in detail. Emphasis was placed on the identification of priority unstable sites
recommended for rehabilitation. All sites were quantified, prioritized and identified using an acronym
and numbering system. The sites were documented in tables and on maps.
Procedures and methods for collecting information on stream conditions were based on the Forest
Practices Code publications by Forest Renewal BC and the Province of BC during the 1990s. These
publications include:




Channel Assessment Procedure Field Guidebook;
Channel Assessment Procedure Guidebook; and,
Channel Conditions and Prescriptions Assessment.

The channel assessment included determining the type of channel and identifying indicators of
disturbance (i.e., instability). Data collected included:








Channel gradient;
Bankfull channel depth;
Bankfull channel width;
Channel type;
Indicators of disturbance;
Locations of channel migration or potential avulsion areas;
Overall disturbance.
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Task 3: Terrain Stability Assessment Fieldwork
Based on a review of the RFP document, Master Drainage Plan and information provided by
homeowners, previous slope instability has been attributed to surficial slumping and erosional processes
or channel movements that cause undercutting and subsequent slope failure at the toe of the ravine. To
further investigate the relationship between channel morphology and slope instability, the field crew
completed traverses along the bottom of the ravine, with additional inspection of the slopes and upslope
areas at locations where adverse terrain conditions or active mass-wasting processes were observed. The
terrain stability assessment was carried out by the project geotechnical engineer and the project manager /
geomorphologist. All areas identified as unstable, potentially unstable or otherwise important from a
geotechnical perspective were documented in a similar way as described for the channel assessment.
In addition, it was expected that slope instability in the study area is influenced to some degree by
external factors unrelated to channel morphology or terrain stability, such as anthropogenic disturbance.
The fieldwork included a preliminary assessment of these factors, including an inspection of toe support,
filling or oversteepening at or near the slope crest, and drainage out of the bank and overtop of the bank.
Detailed, site-specific assessments of anthropogenic disturbances were outside the scope of this study.
The terrain assessment was carried out using the general nomenclature and methodology described in the
Terrain Classification System for British Columbia (ver.2, 1997). This classification system has been
widely used by federal and provincial agencies, such as Forest Renewal BC. Data collected as part of the
terrain stability assessment included the following:







Soil type(s) and surficial morphology (mode of deposition);
Slope geometry and channel gradient;
Groundwater conditions;
Surficial drainage;
Vegetation cover and density; and
Mass-wasting processes and landforms.

Tasks 4 and 5: Channel Morphology and Terrain Stability Assessment Reporting
The results of the channel morphology assessment are provided in this report. The field data was
summarized in tables for easy viewing and clearly displayed on the maps with easy to interpret
classifications.
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The results of the terrain stability assessment are provided in this report. The report includes a discussion
of the following items as they pertain to slope instability and other geotechnical issues within the subject
area:








A review of the surficial geology and existing slope instability within the study area;
A detailed geologic model of the study area, based on the results of the background review and
terrain stability assessment. The geologic model is supported by a slope stability analysis as well
as figures and cross-sections;
Mass-wasting (slope instability) features and processes observed within the study area, including
preparation of figures and cross-sections;
A hazard and risk assessment as described for the channel morphology assessment, including
preparation of figures and maps (see Task 6, below);
The mitigative options and cost estimates, including the applicability of bioengineering
techniques, at unstable or potentially unstable site within the study area;
Recommended safety setbacks and best management practices to manage slope instability along
the ravine, and to provide a framework for future developments.

An inventory of all Points of Interest (POI) was generated as an outcome of the terrain stability and
channel morphology assessments. POI refer to any feature noted in the study area during the fieldwork
that is of relevant interest to the terrain stability or channel morphological assessments. Examples, of POI
include but are not limited to features such as erosion, unstable, or aggrading sites, debris jam,
anthropogenic structures, etc. The POI, such as eroding banks and unstable sections, were described in
detail in the report to supplement the summary tables. POI were mapped and referenced to the chainage
distance where the downstream limit represented Sta. 0+000 m.
The following information was collected for the POI:









Chainage location;
Creek gradient data using a handheld clinometer;
Type of feature;
Photograph of feature;
Vegetation;
Material in exposures;
Proximity to hazards and structures; and,
Left and right bank valley slope.

The results of the terrain stability and channel morphology assessments, including the POI inventory,
were used to carry out a hazard and risk assessment for the study area. Hazard is defined as the source of
potential harm, or potential for causing harm (CSA, 1997). For this study, hazard is defined as the
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potential for a channel change or a landslide event to adversely affect the Elements at Risk. For the
Anderson Creek project, the Elements at Risk are limited to private and public land and do not consider
associated damages to buildings or infrastructure, fisheries concerns, or direct impacts to humans (e.g.
fatalities). As such, the information should not be considered a comprehensive risk assessment. Hazard
ratings are typically categorized into low, medium and high. The criteria for defining each hazard zone
are relative ratings that are site specific to the study area and based on the results of the field assessments
(Table 1).
Consequences are classified in terms of the degree of impact. Table 2 outlines example criteria for
consequence ratings as suggested in the Road Engineering Guidebook (MOF, 2002). For the Anderson
Creek study we have modified the MOF rating criteria to define high, moderate and low consequence
areas based on the results of the field assessments (Table 3).
Risk is the qualitative product of hazard and consequence as shown in Table 4. The Canadian Standards
Association defines risk as the measure of the probability and severity of an adverse effect to health,
property, the environment or other things of value (CSA, 1997). The Risk Assessment approach draws
upon concepts and approaches described by Terrain Stability Mapping in British Columbia (RIC, 1996).
Task 6: Mapping
The results of the assessments are shown on the report maps. The key maps that are included in the report
are:








Channel Morphology and Terrain Stability Results: Identification of reaches and characteristics,
sites of erosion and instability, and significant features related to the assessment of channel
stability. Identification of unstable and potentially unstable sites, sites of previous instability and
other relevant features identified in the process of completing the stability assessment.
POI Inventory: Location and type of all POI. The POI are clearly identified with symbols and
marked with Alpha-numeric codes that are defined and described in the map legends. This
includes features such as eroding banks, unstable slopes, potential problem areas and high,
moderate and low hazard and risk areas.
Hazard and Consequence Assessment: Combination of the results of terrain stability assessment,
the channel assessment and the POI map features. The map identifies sites of channel erosion
and/or hillslope instability according to their assigned hazards and consequences. Safety setbacks
are also illustrated on this map.
Risk Assessment: Illustrates the combination of the hazard zones with the consequences as
described above. Safety setbacks are also illustrated on this map.
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Task 7: Recommendations for Stabilization
Channel Stabilizing Mitigation Solutions
Recommendations for stabilization of the study area were developed in consideration of the cause of the
instability to ensure that the best options are used in providing the necessary protection from problem
recurrence. The recommended options depend on the results of the field survey and the Township’s
requirements regarding ravine use and long-term goals for their “urbanized creek system”. The mitigative
options combine unique, site-specific solutions with more generic mitigative solutions that could be
applied to a variety of unstable situations in the study area.
The approach to the rehabilitation prescriptions accommodates the “flashy” flow regime of the urbanized
watershed while respecting and enhancing habitat, and preserving the values and natural aesthetics of the
study area. There appears to be a desire for sensitive and innovative solutions by the Township and local
residents living adjacent to the ravine. Solutions to the instability problems would typically combine soft
vegetated components, with hard elements where necessary. The use of bioengineered structures would
be recommended wherever possible. All of the proposed prescriptions would be considered sound from
an engineering and geotechnical perspective.
Examples of bioengineered mitigative solutions for stabilizing creek banks that the team has previously
applied with success include:






Large Woody Debris;
Live cuttings;
Log or timber cribwalls;
Vegetated cribwalls; and
Riprap with joint planting.

Slope Stabilization Mitigation Solutions
Based on the results of the slope stability assessment and engineering analyses, the study team has
proposed a three-tiered approach to the mitigation of slope instability, as follows:


Establish a safety setback guideline and best management practices (BMP) policy for property
owners along the ravine to manage slope instability and provide a framework for future
developments. These are discussed in Section 14 of the report;



Implement bioengineered mitigative solutions at select locations. These solutions may include
wattle fences, brush layers, modified brush layers, live gully breaks and live “smiles”;
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Where toe erosion and slope instability issues persist, undertake site-specific assessments to
identify potential “hard” mitigative solutions. These may include riprap, gabion baskets, lockblock walls, unloading or re-contouring the slope, soil nailing, horizontal drains, and installing
piles and anchors.

Task 8: Draft Report
Four hard copies of the draft report were submitted for review and comment by the Township. The report
contained three main sections:
 Slope Stability Assessment;
 Channel Morphology Assessment; and,
 Recommendations.
The report summarized the results of the field study. The POI inventory was prioritized according to
severity and the need for action to maintain stability. This prioritized inventory formed part of the
rehabilitation plan for the area.
Task 9: Final Report
This final report incorporated the draft report recommendations and review comments from the
Township. Ten hard copies and one digital copy of the final report, maps, and all other related data was
provided to the Township at the end of the study. The final report detailed the data sources, methods,
limitations of work, field survey and observations, terrain stability and channel morphology analyses,
conclusions and recommendations.

5

INTRODUCTORY MEETING AND REVIEW OF BACKGROUND INFORMATION

This section corresponds to Task 1 as detailed in Section 4. The review of background information
included the following data:





Willis Cunliffe Tait and Company Ltd. March 1983. Anderson Creek Basin Drainage Study –
1983. Prepared for The Corporation of the Township of Langley.
Willis Cunliffe Tait and Company Ltd. November 1984. Brookswood - Fernridge Drainage
Study – 1984. Prepared for The Corporation of the Township of Langley.
The Corporation of the Township of Langley. 1987. Brookswood / Fernridge Community Plan.
Prepared for The Corporation of the Township of Langley.
The Corporation of the Township of Langley. 1992. Brookswood / Fernridge Phase 1 –
Drainage Study (1992). Prepared for The Corporation of the Township of Langley.
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Westwater Research Centre. May 1993. An Evaluation of Environmentally Sensitive Areas in
the Township of Langley, Volume 2: ESA Summary Sheets. Prepared for The Corporation of the
Township of Langley.



New East Consulting Services Ltd. June 1999. Anderson Creek Master Drainage Plan Update,
including Appendices A to G. Prepared for The Corporation of the Township of Langley.
Water Survey of Canada (WSC) – Station No. 08LF084 – Anderson Creek Above Diversions
(1978 to 1998) and Station No. 08MH104 – Anderson Creek at the Mouth (1965 to 1987).
Historical Air Photos (1940, 1949, 1954, 1963, 1974, 1979, 1984, 1988, 1994, and 2004).
Service requests from 18 homeowners expressing concern regarding flooding, erosion or
slumping banks on their property.
Building permit applications for 15 properties adjacent to Anderson Creek.
Corporation of the Township of Langley By-Laws pertaining to various Anderson Creek issues.
Numerous engineering reports and letters from homeowners regarding improvement projects
pertaining to Anderson Creek issues.








All of the above information was provided by the Township early in the project and was reviewed by the
study team prior to the kick-off meeting, with the exception of the WSC data and the historical air photos,
which we acquired after the meeting.
Mr. Stirling and Mr. Reilly, from the study team, attended the introductory (kick-off) meeting on October
26, 2005.
In attendance from the Township were Ms. Antigone Dixon-Warren, Mr. Sudu
Vatagodakumbura and Mr. Brad Badelt. The purpose of the meeting was to review the key issues
associated with the project and the expectations of the Township with respect to fieldwork, methods and
reporting. The introductory meeting was also an opportunity to discuss some of the background
information with the Township personnel.
After the introductory meeting, the study team proceeded with a comprehensive review of the existing
information, focusing on a detailed reading of the Master Drainage Plan. An in depth review of all the
pertinent technical and background reports on the Anderson Creek system was carried out prior to
commencing the fieldwork.
A brief summary of the background information is provided below:
5.1

Surficial Geology

Soils within the study boundary consist of gently rolling to terraced deposits of Pleistocene ice-contact till
and glacial outwash sands and gravels, which are commonly found across upland areas in the Fraser
Valley. These outwash deposits are generally well-drained and represent important sources of
groundwater.
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Historical Creek Erosion and Slope Instability

There has been a history of erosion and slope instability issues within the study area dating back to the
1960s. The Master Drainage Plan documented seven erosion sites within the study area. The service
requests made, over the years by homeowners, to the Township also documented numerous creek erosion
and slope instability problems in the study area. A summary of the service requests is provided in Table 5
and the locations are shown on Figure 7. The issues occurred along the Mainstem of Anderson Creek and
many of the erosion problems were concentrated between 200th Street and 36th Avenue. Some
homeowners suggested that the problems in this area were a result of a channel diversion that occurred
just upstream and south of 36th Avenue around 1966. The provincial government created the diversion to
accommodate a Department of Highways gravel pit at the site of the Noel Booth Park, which is upstream
of the study boundary. The study team is unaware of any studies that have been carried out to support the
idea that the diversion is the cause of the extensive erosion reported in the 1970s.
A geotechnical assessment by Levelton Engineering Solutions in 2002, for a property within the study
area, identified that the instability appears to be the result of surficial slumping and toe erosion
(undercutting) at the base of the ravine. The assessment identified that the ravine slopes are stable with
respect to deep-seated instability (Levelton, 2002).
Bank protection was implemented in the area between 200th Street and 36th Avenue in the early 1980s due
to numerous complaints by homeowners located adjacent to the study area. A few other homeowners
reported issues between 198th and 200th Street. Reports describing the study area identified that the
underlying ravine stratum comprises layers of loosely compacted lakebed deposits dominated by sand and
pebbles. Such material is typically susceptible to erosion and would easily be eroded by high flows on
Anderson Creek, even under natural conditions, which explains the numerous reports of bank erosion.
Reports of oversteepened banks and loss of groundcover and vegetation on the banks due to creek bed
erosion are common and not surprising considering the morphological condition of Anderson Creek.
5.3

Land Use Changes

The air photos were useful in identifying general trends in urbanization and large-scale changes to
Anderson Creek. However, the small scale of the photos and the thick riparian cover made it difficult to
identify processes such as bank erosion and slope failures. There were no events of this type large
enough to be observed on the historical air photos. With respect to land use, the air photos indicated that
in 1930 the Anderson Creek study area was in a natural pre-developed condition and by 1954 the ravine
area was encroached upon by farm activity. In 1963 very little development had occurred adjacent to the
ravine but by 1974 most of the homes along the crest of the ravine slopes had been built. The extent of
the channel diversion around 1966 is obvious when comparing the 1963 and 1974 photos. By 1984 the
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last few areas of residential development adjacent to the creek were established and the 1997 photos show
little change since the 1980s. Details on land use development are well documented in the Master
Drainage Plan.
5.4

Hydrology

Hydrologic and hydraulic analysis was carried out by New East Consulting Services Ltd. (New East Ltd.)
in 1999 as part of the Master Drainage Plan. The analysis and modelling results suggest that since 1954,
peak flows and runoff volumes have increased between 20% and 30%. Also, peak flow and runoff has
increased between 10% and 20% since 1982 (New East Ltd, 1999).
The study team carried out a frequency analysis of the Water Survey of Canada (WSC) flow data for
Anderson Creek. In general, frequency analysis of maximum annual discharges at a nearby stream
gauging station on the same watercourse provides the most accurate means of estimating design floods.
Compared with other streamflow stations in terms of the size of drainage area, watershed characteristics
and the length of records, hydrometric data for the Anderson Creek at the Mouth station (08MH104) are
considered to be most applicable to the study area. Table 6 summarizes the information for this station.
It should be noted that the Anderson Creek at the Mouth station has 21 years of maximum daily flow
records and no maximum instantaneous flow records. Also, frequency estimates are generally valid to
return periods of approximately twice the length of record. A frequency analysis was carried out using
Environment Canada’s CFA 3.1 Consolidated Frequency Analysis program. Based on available
maximum daily flow records, the mean values of floods for various return periods were calculated using
the distributions that provided a good fit to the data. In particular, the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV),
Three-Parameter Log-Normal (3PLN), Log-Pearson Type III (LPIII), and Wakeby distributions were
used in the analysis. Table 7 shows the results of the frequency analysis. Return periods greater than 50
years are not included, as they are considered inaccurate estimates in this case.
The WSC flow data indicates that the five largest floods occurred in 1968, 1971, 1972, 1974, and 1975,
with the largest event recorded for the period of record occurring in 1971. Comparison of that data to the
frequency analysis indicates that the 1968 event had a return period of approximately 15 years and the
1971 event had a return period of approximately 35 years. The events in 1972, 1974 and 1975 had return
periods between about 4 and 7 years. Although the flow record is relatively short, it is worth noting that
the five largest events occurred within 10 years following the diversion and the 15 and 35-year events
occurred within five years of the diversion. It is possible that these high flow events alone had more
responsibility for causing the reported damage than the 1966 diversion. Determining a single cause of the
extensive erosion between 200th Street and 36th Avenue in the 1970s would be difficult as it could be the
result of several cumulative factors.
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The Drainage Plan identified that creek base flows are relatively low and that the creek often runs dry in
the summer months upstream of the study area. This is likely due to the high permeability of the sandy
soils in the study area.
New East Ltd. assessed the use of detention ponds to attenuate peak flows in an effort to reduce flooding
upstream of the study area and reduce erosion within the study site (downstream of 36th Avenue). The
study concluded detention ponds were not feasible because Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) and
Ministry of Environment (MOE) indicated that approval for the use of the ravines as stormwater detention
ponds would not be granted. The options investigated by New East Ltd. to control the runoff from the 5year design storm event had proved to be unacceptable for environmental and financial reasons, and
public acceptance of the use of detention ponds was also not well received. The Drainage Plan concluded
that there are no opportunities for the use of detention to control stormwater flow in the Anderson Creek
watershed.

6

FIELDWORK

The fieldwork portion of the project corresponds to Tasks 2 and 3 as detailed in Section 4. Task 2 refers
to the channel morphology assessment fieldwork and Task 3 refers to the slope stability assessment
fieldwork. Prior to the fieldwork, the Township sent out a letter to all homeowners adjacent to the
Anderson Creek ravine within the study area. The letter explained that the field crew would be on site for
a week in December 2005 and a week in January 2006to conduct the fieldwork. A copy of the letter is
included as Appendix 1. Mr. Al Jonsson of DFO was contacted about the fieldwork and he gave the
project team permission to conduct field surveying/inspecting on foot along Anderson Creek assuming
the team was working outside of the fisheries window in August and September.
The methods and scope of field assessment work as detailed in Section 4 were implemented during the
fieldwork. In preparation for the fieldwork the study team identified, on the base map, sites of reported
creek erosion and slope instability areas, including sites that have been mitigated. This included the
information in Table 5, regarding the service requests by the homeowners. The base map was used
during the fieldwork and it allowed our field staff to correlate their field observations with historical data.
The fieldwork for both tasks was carried out concurrently on December 15, 16 and 19, 2005, by Mr.
Stirling and Mr. Pellett. Weather conditions during the fieldwork were dry and partly sunny with light
rain on the third day. Creek flow conditions were low and the water was clear, as there was little
precipitation in the first half of December. Temperatures were between O°C and 7°C over the three days
during the time on site. Field days were from sunrise to sunset (approximately 8 AM to 4 PM). Site
conditions were very good as the lack of riparian cover is minimal at that time of year. As a result, we did
not need to be on site for the contingency week of fieldwork during January 16 to 20, 2006.
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Four residents contacted the Township prior to the fieldwork as a result of the letter that was sent out to
the homeowners. The field crew and Ms. Antigone Dixon-Warren met with two of these homeowners
during the fieldwork. The field crew carried a second letter written by the Township identifying the crew
and the project during the fieldwork in case they encountered locals who were unaware of the project.
They did speak with a few homeowners during the fieldwork but they were aware of the study and were
happy to share information that they had about the site.
The type of channel and geotechnical data collected, including the methods deployed during the site visit,
are detailed in Section 4. A few minor variations from the original proposed work plan occurred due to
site conditions. The original plan was to flag every 25 m, however, the lack of riparian canopy due to the
time of year meant that flagging every 50 m proved to be sufficient. Also, as anticipated, the deep ravine
and thick canopy prevented the use of the handheld GPS for identifying sites. The sites were well
documented using the other methods such as chainage, photos, site description, etc.
The downstream end of the study area is at 196th Street, however, 196th Street does not cross Anderson
Creek and no other permanent fixtures were present at this location to represent a permanent benchmark
at which to start the survey. Therefore, an old collapsed wooden bridge crossing the creek was used as
Chainage 0+000 m to identify the start of the study area. The bridge is located approximately 125 m
downstream of the 196th Street alignment. Traversing upstream in December was relatively easy with the
exception of climbing around several fences and log jams. The disadvantages of carrying out the
fieldwork at this time of year were short days, cold temperatures, low light for photos, and slippery frost
covered woody debris. However, the advantage of the lack of riparian vegetation far exceeded the
drawbacks.
The upstream end of the study area on Anderson Creek was at 36th Avenue, which represented Chainage
2+536 m at the upstream end of the culvert under the road. The final flag was placed at Chainage 2+550
m. The two tributaries included in the assessment were the North Branch located at Chainage 0+750 m
on the Mainstem of Anderson Creek and the West Branch located at Chainage 0+890 m on the Mainstem.
Both the North Branch and West Branch start at Chainage 0+000 m at their respective confluences with
Anderson Creek. The North Branch, which crossed 200th Street at 41A Avenue, was traversed from its
confluence with Anderson Creek to Chainage 0+800 m. This was the upstream limit of our assessment as
there was no surface water observed beyond Chainage 0+750 m. Although the ravine continued farther
upslope, there were no apparent creek or geotechnical issues beyond this point. The West Branch was
traversed upstream to a confluence near 197th Street at Chainage 0+735 m. Upstream from this point the
West Branch was split into two very small drainages, in which, it was concluded, there were no further
apparent creek or geotechnical issues. The final flag was placed at Chainage 0+750 m on the West
Branch. Therefore, a total of 4100 m were traversed between the Anderson Creek Mainstem and its two
tributaries within the study area. Chainages at 50 m increments are identified on Figure 2 for the
Mainstem of Anderson Creek and the North and West Branches.
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CHANNEL MORPHOLOGY CONDITIONS

Historical changes in channel morphology can be assessed based on either lateral or vertical stability.
Assessment of large-scale lateral stability is primarily achieved through the use of historical air photos.
However, this was not possible due to the scale of the photos and the dense riparian canopy. Changes in
small-scale lateral morphology were inferred from the results of the field assessment. Indicators of lateral
instability included the formation and migration of bars, islands and side channels. Current channel
morphological conditions, with respect to vertical stability, were documented during the field assessment.
Indicators of vertical instability include downcutting or degradation of the bed and aggradation or infilling
processes.
Anderson Creek, within the study area, was divided into reaches based on methods outlined in the Forest
Practices Code guidebooks, as discussed in Section 4. A reach represents a section of creek with
relatively uniform morphological conditions. Reaches are separated by reach breaks and the general
criteria for defining a break include significant and consistent changes in channel type, gradient,
discharge, bed material, bank material, disturbance, aggradation rate, degradation rate, fish barriers, or
anthropogenic structures affecting channel conditions. The channel assessment identified 11 distinct
reaches and they are identified on Figure 2. The reaches are numbered from downstream to upstream
including the tributary channels. The reach number is shown on the downstream and upstream side of
each reach break symbol on Figure 2. Morphological conditions are described for each reach and are
detailed below under the sub-headings of the Mainstem and the two tributaries.
7.1

Anderson Mainstem (Reaches 1, 4 and 7 to 11)

Reach 1 is located between 196th Street and the confluence with the North Branch. The riffle-pool
morphology of the reach is naturally meandering across a valley floodplain of alluvial deposits confined
by a relatively steep-walled ravine. The reach is relatively stable but partially aggraded due to the large
input of sand and gravel from the eroding banks. Most of the sand entering the reach gets transported out
of the system during high flow events. A summary of the data collected on the reaches is summarized in
Table 8. The classification of the reaches is identified on Figure 2 and follows methods outlined in the
Forest Practices Code as discussed in Section 4. Photo references are included as the final column in
Table 8 and the location and direction of each photo is shown on Figure 7.
Reach 4 is located on the mainstem between the confluences of the North Branch and the West Branch.
The reach has a riffle-pool morphology but is less sinuous than the downstream reach due to the more
confined floodplain valley. A large amount of Large Woody Debris (LWD) is found in this reach and has
formed numerous log jams.
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Reach 7 is located between the confluence with the West Branch and the riprapped channel just
downstream from the 200th Street culverts. This reach, compared to the downstream reaches, illustrates
the fact that the Mainstem gradually becomes less meandering upstream from the tributaries toward 36th
Avenue. This is because the width of the valley bottom gradually decreases upstream, which results in a
more confined floodplain that forms a less sinuous channel meander. The width of the valley bottom,
between the West Branch and 200th Street, averages about 20 m, and the width between 200th Street and
36th Avenue (Reaches 9 to 11) averages about 10 m. The average channel gradient of the Mainstem
between the tributaries and 36th Avenue is 1.2%, which is slightly steeper than the average for the study
area. This slight increase in gradient upstream could be partially responsible for the decrease in sinuosity
but it is judged that the dominant factor is valley confinement.
A few sections of channel bank (Reaches 8, 10 and 11) and bed have been armoured with riprap. These
short unnatural bed sections have gradients averaging about 2.6%, which is steeper than the average for
the study area and the natural reaches. Much of the change in gradient is confined to the 200th Street
culvert and the riprapped section immediately downstream of the culvert (Reach 8). The average gradient
through this section is 4%. Reaches 8, 11 and the riprapped portions of Reach 10 have unnaturally steep
gradients compared to the natural reaches. This increase in gradient would typically lead to instabilities,
however, because the channel in these sections is armoured, the reaches are relatively stable. The
expected accelerated flow velocities through these steepened reaches could increase erosional processes
on natural reaches downstream that are not armoured. For example, one of the largest eroding banks
observed in the study area is on Reach 9, which is downstream of the over steepened and armoured
Reaches 10 and 11. Also, the largest observed channel-induced slope failure is on Reach 7, which is
downstream of the oversteepened, riprapped Reach 8. Details regarding these sites are provided later in
this report in Section 11. Because there are so many variables associated with the stability of the natural
reaches, it is difficult to estimate what condition the eroding bank and slope failure sites would be in if the
upstream reaches were left natural.
The height of the valley slopes decreases considerably from the tributaries to 36th Avenue. Just upstream
of the tributaries the slope averages between 16 and 18 m in height, at 200th Street the height averages
between 10 and 12 m and just downstream of the channel diversion, near 36A Avenue, the valley height
is between 6 and 8 m. The gradient of the valley side slopes also decreases upstream from the tributaries
to 36th Avenue. Just upstream of the tributaries the slope averages between 25o and 35 o and upstream of
200th Street the slope averages 20 o to 30 o (Table 8).
Terraces of alluvial material deposited by the creek often occupy the valley floodplain throughout the
study area but particularly downstream of 200th Street (Photo 58). There was evidence that some of the
terraces may comprise upslope material, possibly deposited as fan and/or slump material, from old slide
events (Photo 33). The bed material in the Mainstem of the creek was predominantly sand and gravel
with no significant change in grain size distribution throughout the study area. A comparison of the bar
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sediment at different chainages illustrates this finding. Photo 6 shows conditions at Chainage 0+510 m,
Photo 35 at Chainage 1+260 m, Photo 51 at Chainage 1+900 m and Photo 68 shows the bed material at
Chainage 2+320 m. The size of the bed and bar material is quite similar throughout the study area, which
is to be expected as there is minimal change in channel gradient throughout the study area. Photo 68
shows the size of the riprap bed and bank material relative to the natural material.
Channel dimensions decrease toward the upstream end of the study area, especially upstream of the two
tributaries. Downstream of the tributaries, the mean low flow channel width and depth averaged 4 m and
0.3 m, respectively (Photo 5). Between the tributaries and 200th Street the mean low flow channel width
and depth averaged 3 m and 0.2 m, respectively (Photo 36). Between 200th Street and 36th Avenue, the
mean low flow channel width and depth averaged 2 m and 0.15 m, respectively (Photo 70). The North
and West Branches are relatively small drainages and do not contribute significant amounts of flow to the
overall discharge of the Mainstem of Anderson Creek. The West Branch has noticeably less flow at its
outlet compared to the outlet of the North Branch even though the drainage areas appear similar
(Figure 2).
Woody debris of all sizes was observed throughout the study area. The wood and numerous log jams on
the Mainstem were often a result of vegetation that had fallen into the creek due to slope failures, creek
bank erosion or windthrow (Photo 35). Some of the smaller material would be transported downstream
during high flows and collect in certain areas to form jams. Such jams were not observed on the North
and West Branch as the peak flows are not large enough to mobilize the woody debris. The age of the
woody debris in the log jams varied, suggesting a long and ongoing history of slope failure and creek
erosion, which would have mobilized trees and other vegetation. As expected, the largest amounts of
sediment and debris (i.e., log jams) are located adjacent to or just downstream of an observed slope failure
site (Photos 29 and 21) or a large eroding bank site (Photo 20).
7.2

North Branch (Reaches 2 and 3)

The North Branch joins the Mainstem of Anderson Creek at Chainage 0+750 m (Figure 2). The North
Branch (Reaches 2 and 3) has a riffle-pool morphology but the valley is quite confined and straight,
which results in a channel with low sinuosity and minimal depth variation between pools and riffles. The
North Branch is slightly steeper than the Mainstem (Table 8), which also explains the less sinuous
morphology, especially in the upstream direction. The average gradient of the North Branch is 2.1%.
The gradient between the confluence with the Mainstem and 200th Street is 1.8% (Photo 8) and the
gradient upstream of 200th Street averages 2.3% (Photo 17). Table 8 summarizes the channel morphology
condition data for the North Branch.
The valley floodplain varies in width from approximately 10 to 15 m near the confluence with the
Mainstem (Photo 8) to approximately 5 m near the upstream end (Photo 17). As a result, the creek
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becomes less sinuous toward the upstream end. The height of the ravine slopes, near the confluence,
averages approximately 14 m, and the height decreases to 6 m near the upstream end. The gradient of the
side slopes gradually decreases upstream from about 30° near the confluence to about 10° near the
upstream end (Figure 2).
The bed material on the North Branch is predominantly sand and gravel downstream of 200th Street
(Photo 9) but mostly sand and fine organic material upstream of 200th Street (Photo 16). Channel
dimensions decrease toward the upstream end of the North Branch. Just upstream of the confluence with
the Mainstem, the mean low flow channel width and depth averaged 2.5 m and 0.2 m, respectively (Photo
8). Just upstream of 200th Street, the mean low flow channel width and depth averaged 1.5 m and 0.1 m,
respectively (Photo 16). There was no evidence of high flow events on this drainage. By Chainage
0+800 m there was no surface water evident in the ravine. It is assumed that in the summer months the
absence of surface water would be evident at a much lower chainage.
7.3

West Branch (Reaches 5 and 6)

The West Branch joins the Mainstem of Anderson Creek at Chainage 0+890 m and a small side channel
of the Mainstem flows into the West Branch at 0+930 m (Figure 2). The West Branch, like the North
Branch, has a riffle pool morphology in a confined valley with low sinuosity and minimal depth variation
between pools and riffles. The average gradient of the West Branch is 1.4%, which is less than the North
Branch but more than the Mainstem (Table 8). The gradient in the lower half of the West Branch is 1.7%
and it is 1.1% in the upper half.
The valley floodplain varies in width from approximately 10 to 15 m near the confluence with the
Mainstem (Photo 23), to approximately 5 m near the upstream end at the confluence of the two small
headwater drainages (Photo 27). The heights and slopes of the ravine valley in the West Branch are
similar to that reported above for the North Branch (Figure 2). Table 8 summarizes the channel
morphology condition data for the West Branch.
The bed material, and its distribution in the upstream direction, in the West Branch is similar to that
reported above for the North Branch. The only difference is that the material is slightly finer and more
organic on the West Branch. This is likely because the flow is slightly less on the West Branch compared
with the North Branch. Just upstream of the confluence with the Mainstem, the mean low flow channel
width and depth on the West Branch averaged 1.5 m and 0.15 m respectively (Photo 23). Near the
upstream end, at the confluence of the two small headwater tributaries, the mean low flow channel width
and depth averaged 0.75 m and 0.05 m, respectively (Photo 27). There was no evidence of high flow
events on this drainage. Flows were very minimal on each of the two small headwater tributaries. It is
assumed that in the summer months these two tributaries would be dry.
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CHANNEL STABILITY ASSESSMENT

The channel assessment identified that Anderson Creek, within the study area, is relatively stable. The
system is subject to minor downcutting or degradation and minor aggradational processes on the
Mainstem. In general, the channel in the valley displays signs of degradation as the easily erodible sandy
bed and bank material are downcut. This is evident in the numerous eroding banks and several slope
failures that have resulted from undercutting at the toe of the slope (See Terrain Conditions and Slope
Stability Sections for details). The erosion and slope failures result in large amounts of sand and gravel
being deposited in the channel. This results in channel aggradation as not all of the material gets
transported out of the system during peak flows. The resulting depositional features include large bars
and the absence of frequent, relatively deep pools. The degradational and aggradational processes offset
each other to produce a relatively stable channel that is slightly on the aggrading side of the scale. These
processes pertain mostly to the Mainstem of the channel as the North and West Branches are quite stable,
mostly because they are not subject to high flows.
It is important to note that from a geomorphological perspective the Mainstem of Anderson Creek is
relatively stable despite the presence of eroding banks, large gravel bars, toe slope failures and fallen trees
forming log jams. These are all features of actively migrating and evolving creek systems. Stable rifflepool channel types naturally migrate by eroding their banks and depositing the leftover material that is not
transported out of the system. A system becomes unstable when the sediment supply is not in equilibrium
with the flow regime. For example, if the long-term flow regime exceeds the sediment inputs or the
sediment transport capacity, then the system becomes degraded and unstable. On the other hand, if the
sediment inputs exceed the flows sediment carrying capacity, then the system aggrades and becomes
unstable.
The age of the eroding banks, channel bars and log jams vary considerably and span from several decades
old to very recent. This suggests that the Anderson Mainstem has been actively migrating for quite some
time, is currently evolving, and will likely continue to migrate in the future. Banks that are currently
eroding will continue to erode but not at the same location indefinitely. As the channel naturally migrates
in the downstream direction the location of the maximum erosive force also migrates. In other words, the
location of maximum erosion or deposition today will likely migrate downstream or shift to the opposite
bank in a few years. The rate of this change depends on future flow regimes.

9

TERRAIN CONDITIONS

The following section discusses the terrain conditions as observed along the Mainstem, North Branch,
and West Branch of Anderson Creek. An overview of the terrain based on the nomenclature of the
Terrain Classification System for British Columbia (ver.2, 1997) is presented in Figure 2.
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Anderson Mainstem

The height of the ravine slopes along the Anderson Mainstem average approximately 16 to 18 m,
decreasing to about 6 to 8 m at the upstream end of the study area. Valley slopes lie at an average angle
of 20° to 35°. The slopes are generally uniform in cross-section, though there are occasional benched and
terraced areas. In general, the slopes are well treed with mature cedars, maples and alders. Ferns,
willows, ivy and grasses typical of ravines in the Lower Mainland blanket the ravine slopes.
Soil conditions, as exposed along the ravine banks, consist of brown, loose to compact, fine to medium
grained sand with some gravel. Below about 0.3 m depth, the soil typically grades from brown to grey.
The soil is generally well graded, with rounded to subrounded clasts to a maximum size of about 50 mm.
Occasional seams (<0.3 m in thickness) of silty sand, gravel or cobbles were locally observed, such as at
the slope failure behind the schoolyard at Chainage 1+465 (Photo 37).
Upstream of Chainage 1+500 m, the soils exposed along the ravine banks transition into loose to
compact, dark brown to rusty sand and gravel with occasional cobbles. The soil is generally well graded,
with rounded to subrounded clasts, to a maximum size of about 175 mm. Upstream of Chainage 2+350, a
thin (<1 m) veneer of grey, hard gravel and cobble till with some sand was observed at a few locations at
the top of the ravine, overlying the dark brown to rusty sand and gravel layer.
In accordance with the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) Surficial Geology Map 1484A (not included
in report), surficial soils within the study boundary along Anderson Creek should consist of Sumas Drift
“raised proglacial deltaic sand and gravel up to 40 m thick” overlain by “till lenses and clasts of
glaciomarine stony clayey silt”. Soil conditions as observed in the field are consistent with this
interpretation of the surficial geology.
At the time of our inspection, groundwater levels appeared to be fairly low, as seepage was not observed
out of the ravine banks. However, hand-dug test-pits into the toe of the slope revealed groundwater near
the elevation of the channel. We expect that seepage levels vary seasonally, and are likely greatest
following periods of sustained, heavy precipitation.
Slope failures and eroded banks were observed along the Anderson Mainstem. In addition, soil creep
along the ravine slopes appears active, as noted by J-trunked (pistol butt) trees and irregular terracing at
some locations. These features are further discussed in Sections 10 and 13 of the report.
9.2

North Branch

The North Branch joins the Mainstem of Anderson Creek at Chainage 0+750 m (Figure 2). The height of
the ravine slopes along the North Branch average approximately 14 m near the confluence with the
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Mainstem, decreasing gradually to about 6 m at the upstream end. Also, the slope angle gradually
decreases upstream from about 30o near the confluence to about 10o at the upstream end (Figure 2).
Vegetation cover along the North Branch is the same as that described for the Mainstem of Anderson
Creek. Soil conditions along the ravine slopes of the North Branch are the same as those exposed
between Chainage 0+000 and Chainage 1+500 m of the Mainstem of Anderson Creek (grey to brown
sand with some gravel).
Seepage from the toe of the ravine slopes was identified at two locations along the North Branch, as
discussed in Section 13.12. At the time of our inspection, the amount of seepage from the toe was not
significant. Where observed, the seepage was characterized by soft, muddy areas at the bottom of the
slope with visible percolation. The seepage sites did not appear to be associated with buried drainpipes or
other man-made influences, nor did they appear to be caused by “perched” drainage above an
impermeable soil layer. There were no observed slope failures or eroding banks adjacent to the seepage
sites.
Eroded banks were observed at a few locations along the lower reaches of the North Branch near the
confluence with the Anderson Mainstem; however, slope failures were not observed and soil creep did not
appear to be active on the ravine slopes. A more detailed discussion of these features is presented in
Section 13 of the report.
9.3

West Branch

The West Branch joins the Mainstem of Anderson Creek at Chainage 0+890 m. The heights and slopes
of the ravine valley in the West Branch are similar to that reported above for the North Branch (Figure 2).
Vegetation cover along the West Branch is the same as that described for the Mainstem of Anderson
Creek. The channel and sideslopes are largely overgrown by willows, devil’s club, moss, rotting logs,
leaves and other organic debris. Soil conditions along the ravine slopes of the West Branch are the same
as those exposed between Chainage 0+000 and Chainage 1+500 m of the Mainstem of Anderson Creek
(grey to brown sand with some gravel).
Seepage from the toe of the ravine slopes was identified at two locations along the West Branch, as
discussed in Section 13.12. At the time of our inspection, the amount of seepage from the toe was not
significant. Where observed, the seepage was characterized by soft, muddy areas at the bottom of the
slope with visible percolation. The seepage sites did not appear to be associated with buried drainpipes or
other man-made influences, nor did they appear to be caused by “perched” drainage above an
impermeable soil layer. There were no observed slope failures or eroding banks adjacent to the seepage
sites. Slope failures and eroding banks were not observed along the West Branch; however, soil creep
appears to be active on the ravine slopes near the confluence with the Anderson Mainstem, as noted on
Figure 2.
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10 TERRAIN STABILITY ASSESSMENT
The following section discusses the terrain stability along the Mainstem, North Branch, and West Branch
of Anderson Creek.
10.1 Anderson Mainstem
Geologic Model
Sand and gravel soils as exposed along Anderson Creek can be generally classified as cohesionless,
frictional materials. Based on particle gradation, shape, size and overall soil density, the friction angle of
these soils typically ranges between 28o and 32o. As noted during the field inspection, slope angles in the
ravine vary between 20o and 35o, indicating that much of the slope is lying near “repose”, or, at a Factor
of Safety (FoS) around 1.0. The ratio of the forces resisting a slope failure over the forces driving a slope
failure is referred to as the Factor of Safety (FoS) of the slope against slope failure. Estimates of FoS are
approximate, and analyses must incorporate certain assumptions about the slope geometry, soil strength
parameters, and groundwater conditions. Therefore, the FoS of a slope will be different for different sets
of anticipated conditions used in the stability analysis. Generally speaking, a slope with a FoS below 1.0
is considered unstable, as the driving forces are larger than the resisting forces; likewise, a slope with a
FoS close to 1.0 is marginally stable, as these forces are nearly balanced. Higher values of FoS indicate
higher levels of stability. Determining an “acceptable” FoS for a slope is a complex issue as numerous
criteria must be considered, including (but not limited to) risk tolerance, regulatory constraints, current
industry practice, engineering judgment, knowledge of ground conditions (i.e. nature and exactness of
input parameters), and the size and complexity of the subject area.
Resisting forces are primarily governed by the soil’s friction angle, unit weight and groundwater pore
pressure within the slope, whereas driving forces are primarily governed by the slope geometry, the unit
weight of soil and groundwater within the slope, and any loading at the top of the slope. Trees, roots, and
vegetation cover also increase stability of the surficial layers by providing reinforcement to the soil mass;
similarly, the loss of trees and/or vegetation cover can destabilize the slope through erosion of the
exposed, unprotected soil mass, and loss of physical reinforcement. In cohesionless soils, slope failures
typically occur as a shallow, sheet-like or wedge-like mass as the slope regresses to a marginally stable
condition, and may occur in a sequence of smaller failures. Slope failures in cohesionless soils are
generally not deep-seated. At the onset of failure, localized ravelling and slumping would likely be
observed. In a forested ravine, incidences of falling trees, topsoil slumping, or surficial erosion would
likely precede a larger failure of the bank.
A static slope stability analysis was carried out for a representative geologic model of Anderson Creek
(Figure 3) using the limit equilibrium slope stability program SLOPE/W (Version 5), which determines
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FoS for many different potential failure surfaces. The analysis was completed for a general cross-section
of the ravine with best-estimate soil and groundwater parameters. FoS were determined for a slope
failure reaching a house set back 5 m from the crest of the slope under various loading conditions. Based
on the results of the analysis, the representative geologic model of Anderson Creek has a FoS of 1.1 to 1.2
against slope failures under “normal” conditions. This is considered consistent with actively downcutting
ravine slopes in frictional material. As indicated on Figure 3, slight perturbations in groundwater
conditions, slope geometry, or loads near the slope crest (filling over the bank, etc.), can result in critical
reductions in slope stability.
To address the issue of slope instability along the ravine, recommendations to stabilize areas of concern
are presented in Section 13 of the report, and recommendations for future development along the ravine
are presented in Section 14 of the report.
Mass-Wasting Features
Eroded banks and slope failures were observed at several locations along the Mainstem of Anderson
Creek. In addition, soil creep was observed along some areas of the ravine as evidenced by J-trunked
(pistol butt) trees and irregular terraces. While not a significant slope hazard, the presence of soil creep is
indicative of the marginal stability of these slopes, and ongoing creep at some locations could contribute
to treefalls in the ravine. Overall, our inspection revealed that slope instability along the ravine appears to
be the result of two primary mechanisms, as follows:


Toe erosion and bank oversteepening. Slope failures at the bottom of the ravine were observed
at several locations within the study area. The failures appear to be caused by a cyclic pattern of
toe erosion and oversteepening (undercutting) of the banks, some of which are nearly vertical.
Slope angles can be developed in fine-grained frictional materials much steeper than the friction
angle through apparent cohesion (negative pore pressures) in partly saturated soil – a sandcastle is
a good example of this phenomenon. In addition, steep slopes can be developed through physical
reinforcement of the soil mass from tree roots and other vegetation, or from cementation between
individual grains. However, slopes cut steeper than the friction angle will, over time, slowly
ravel, slump or slide back to the angle of repose. At the time of inspection, sand and gravel clasts
were observed ravelling from many of the oversteepened banks.
Failures developed in oversteepened banks along the Mainstem of Anderson Creek are typically 2
to 10 m high and 1 to 3 m thick. These failures would typically occur during periods of heavy
precipitation, when creek flows are at their highest. The loose sandy soil found in the ravine
would be easily erodable by the high flows. The intensity of erosion and oversteepening appears
to be strongest around outside bends in the channel, where hydraulic forces are greater. At a few
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locations, trees have fallen into the creek and subsequent slope failures have encompassed a
larger portion of the bank due to the loss of soil reinforcement. Also, some of the trees that have
fallen into the channel appear to be diverting the creek flow towards the opposite bank, which
would increase the incidence of toe erosion.


Heavy precipitation and decreased bank stability. Slope failures near the crest of the ravine
along the Mainstem of Anderson Creek appear to be caused by periods of heavy, continuous
precipitation and the associated increase in groundwater pore pressure and soil weight. Again,
the loose sandy soil found in the ravine appears susceptible to groundwater-induced failures as
discussed previously. Anthropogenic influences, primarily due to poor drainage practices (e.g.
piles of yard waste dumped on the bank restricting groundwater discharge from the slope), and
increased loading of the slope (e.g. fill and yard waste placed on the slope or construction of
retaining walls) may be exacerbating the problem. The loss of trees from windthrow, previous
slope failures, or intentional felling may also be a contributing factor.

Neither of these slope failure mechanisms appears to be deep-seated. We understand from discussions
with homeowners (Section 6) that reported slope failures occurred during periods of intense stormy
weather, and were preceded by tree falls and/or very high flows in the creek.
As requested by the Township, cross-sections (Figures 4 to 6) have been prepared at three critical
locations along the Mainstem, where slope failures have previously occurred and the slope instability
hazard appears higher relative to other areas of the ravine. As noted in Section 4 of the report, increased
hazard is attributed to adverse terrain conditions, mass-wasting features, or active mass-wasting
processes. The locations of the cross-sections are shown in Figure 2.
10.2 North Branch
The discussion presented for the Mainstem of Anderson Creek also applies to the North Branch, as the
soil strength parameters and groundwater conditions are similar. Towards the upstream end, the ravine is
shallower, flatter and more densely vegetated than along the Mainstem, indicating that the slopes are no
longer actively downcutting (this section of the ravine is likely dry throughout the year). In these areas,
overall stability of the ravine slopes is improved.
Eroded banks were observed at a few locations along the lower reaches of the North Branch near the
confluence with the Anderson Mainstem; however, slope failures were not observed and soil creep did not
appear to be active on the ravine slopes. A more detailed discussion of these features is presented in
Section 13 of the report.
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10.3 West Branch
The discussion presented for the Mainstem of Anderson Creek also applies to the West Branch, as the
slope geometry soil strength parameters and groundwater conditions are similar. However, towards the
upstream end, the ravine is shallower, flatter and more densely vegetated than along the Mainstem,
indicating that the slopes are no longer actively downcutting (this section of the ravine is likely dry
throughout the year). In these areas, overall stability of the ravine slopes is improved. No slope failures
were identified on the West Branch, due to the favourable slope geometry, denser vegetation and the
minimal flows through this small side channel; however, soil creep appears to be active on the ravine
slopes near the confluence with the Anderson Mainstem, as noted on Figure 2.

11 POINTS OF INTEREST INVENTORY
Channel morphology and geotechnical slope stability conditions were identified in the study area during
the fieldwork and are discussed in Sections 7 and 10. As part of the channel and terrain assessment a
comprehensive inventory was carried out of all identified eroding and unstable sites including areas that
could potentially lead to instability issues. The inventory identified all man-made structures and
unnatural areas including unstable or eroding sites that have been mitigated. These sites have been
included as they could represent existing unstable or hazardous sites, or potential unstable or hazardous
areas. This is because many of the mitigated sites are a couple of decades old and it appears several are
not engineered structures and were not professionally constructed. All identified sites are referred to as
Points of Interest (POI) and 14 types were identified during the site visit for a total of 102 POI. The 14
POI types, the map abbreviations, and the number of each type are listed below.














Creek Culvert (CC) 4 sites;
Chainlink Fence (CF) 6 sites;
Concrete Protection (CP) 4 sites;
Cleared Site (CS) 6 sites;
Dumped Material (DM) 6 sites;
Eroding Bank (EB) 28 sites;
Gabion Basket (GB) 5 sites;
Log Jam (LJ) 11 sites;
Riprap (RR) 14 sites;
Small Building (SB) 2 sites;
Slope Failure (SF) 9 sites;
Slope Seepage (SS) 4 sites;
Timber Cribwall (TC) 1 site; and,



Wooden Bridge (WB) 2 sites;
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The results of the POI inventory are summarized in Table 9. The footnotes for Table 9 are provided in
Table 10, which include a description of terms, sites and abbreviations used to compile the inventory.
All of the inventoried POI are shown on the map sheet of the study area (Figure 7). Details of each POI
type are provided in Section 13.

12 HAZARD AND RISK ASSESSMENT
The results of the terrain stability and channel morphology assessments, including the POI inventory,
were used to carry out a hazard and risk assessment for the study area. Section 4 details the methods used
for the hazard and risk assessment. The criteria used for determining the high, medium and low hazard
and consequence areas with the study area are explained in Section 4 and summarized in Tables 1 and 3.
The hazard and consequence zones are illustrated on Figure 8 using three colours to distinguish the three
zone types of high, moderate and low. Figure 8 shows consequence using three red textured patterns to
distinguish the three zone types of high, moderate and low. Textured patterns were selected for
consequence so the hazard colours (i.e., zones) could be seen underneath the overlaid consequence zones.
Although all the tables are included at the back of this report, Tables 1 and 3 are included on Figure 8 for
easy reference.
The Decision Matrix for Risk (See Table 4 and Section 4) was used to identify high, moderate and low
risk areas within the study area. The results of the risk assessment are illustrated in Figure 9 and Table 4
is also included on the figure for easy reference.
As noted on Figure 9, there are a number of sections along upslope areas of the study area (and slope
failure locations) defined as high to moderate risk, and isolated areas above existing slope failures defined
as very high risk. As indicated above, the risk assessment considers the potential loss of upslope property
as the defining criterion. Therefore, areas with higher risk are viewed as having a higher potential for
damage due to a slope failure. Accordingly, higher risk areas would benefit the most from the
implementation of our recommendations for future development as outlined in Section 14.

13 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STABILIZATION OF POI
The results of the POI inventory (Table 9) include a summary of recommended prescriptions for the
stabilization of the sites. The POI inventory and the corresponding prescriptions have been prioritized
according to the Risk Assessment. All POI were assigned a priority rating based on their condition, effect
on the surrounding slope and channel, and/or the need for mitigation. The four priority rating types are
monitor (Mon), low (L), moderate (M) and high (H). Table 11 summarizes the criteria for classifying
each POI into one of the four types. Of the 102 POI sites, there are 61 sites recommended for monitoring,
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10 sites rated as low, 17 sites rated as moderate, and 14 sites rated as high. The low, moderate and high
priority POI identified in Table 9 have been grouped in the three types and are summarized in Tables 12
(low priority), Table 13 (moderate priority) and Table 14 (high priority).
All of the monitor sites fall under a single recommended monitoring program which would involve
inspection of the POI by an experienced professional every five years or after a significant flood (e.g., the
5 year event or greater). This program would not need to be a detailed assessment but simply an
overview inventory of the sites. It is envisaged that a field crew would walk the study area with this
report in hand and compare the observed condition of the POI with that reported in this document. A
brief report would follow identifying if sites have changed (e.g., accelerated bank erosion or slope
instability) and if any recommended modifications to the prescriptions and priority ratings are necessary.
The recommended prescriptions are general for each type of POI, as it is not within the scope of this
report to provide specific mitigation for any individual site. The prescriptions and their priority ratings
are provided irrespective of whether the site is located on private, Township or School District land. The
shaded POI rows in Table 9 indicate sites located on Township land. Of the total 102 POI, there are 35
on Township property. Of those 35 sites, 21 are recommended for monitoring, 4 are given a low priority
rating, 7 sites are given a moderate rating and 3 sites a high rating.
This study, and in particular the recommendations and discussion in this section, does not deal
specifically with issues such as permits and approvals required by various regulatory agencies such as
DFO. In general, landowners of ravine property and especially landowners with the creek flowing
through their property, should be informed and educated about the Federal Fisheries Act. Any works
carried out in or about the watercourse would require appropriate permits and approvals (e.g, Section 9,
Application of the Fisheries Act). It is important to note that much of the bank protection that was
implemented on Anderson Creek in the 1970s, 1980s and even the 1990s would not be approved today
due to major changes to the Federal Fisheries Act and its enforcement.
The number of sites for each POI type and number per priority rating are listed below and a discussion of
each type follows:






Creek Culvert: 4 sites (2 Mon, 1 M and 1 H);
Chainlink Fence: 6 sites (4 L and 2 M);
Concrete Protection: 4 sites (3 Mon and 1 L);
Cleared Slope: 6 sites (3 M and 3 H);
Dumped Material: 6 sites (6 H);





Eroding Bank: 28 sites (21 Mon, 3 L and 4 M);
Gabion Basket: 5 sites (4 Mon and 1 H);
Log Jam: 11 sites (6 Mon and 5 M);
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Ripap: 14 sites (13 Mon and 1 M);
Small Building: 2 sites (2 L);
Slope Failure: 9 sites (7 Mon, 1 M and 1 H);





Slope Seepage: 4 sites (4 Mon);
Timber Cribwall: 1 site (1 Mon); and,
Wooden Bridge: 2 sites (2 H).

13.1 Creek Culverts (CC)
There were four creek culverts in the study area (Photos 14, 26, 46 and 77) and they were in good
condition and functioning as intended with the exception of CC1 on the North Branch (Photo 15). This
1.5 m diameter concrete culvert has partially filled with sediment at the upstream end and should be
cleaned out to maintain flow conveyance. This recommended prescription is given high priority as the
culvert is more than half infilled. The construction of a small sediment catch basin at the inlet of the
culvert would decrease the rate of culvert infilling at this site. This infilling is a common problem for
creek culverts, especially small ones. Also, culverts can have a tendency to trap large woody debris
(LWD) and small woody debris (SWD), which can lead to channel blockages that can result in flooding
or extensive erosion when the trapped water eventually releases or causes a channel avulsion. Therefore,
it is recommended that all the culverts be monitored for infilling and debris collection (Table 10).
The Master Drainage Plan identified that the culvert on the West Branch is undersized (CC2). It would
seem reasonable to replace the culvert with a larger one, however, the culvert provides a crossing for an
old road that is now just a foot path. Consideration should be given to removing this culvert, which
would be less expensive than replacement. In either case the recommendation is given moderate priority.
13.2 Chainlink Fences (CF)
There were six sites in the study area where fences cross the floodplain and/or the creek (Photos 2, 3, 5,
12, 16, and 17). The fences were chainlink with the exception of one, which is made of wood and
chicken wire (Photo 16). If sturdy enough, chainlink fences crossing the creek and floodplain can act as
debris catchers and cause build up of sediment and SWD. Once significant amounts of sediment and
SWD have been trapped, LWD can collect which can cause channel blockages in the form of densely
packed large log jams. Such jams can cause flow obstructions leading to flooding and also erosion when
the backwatered flow eventually releases. This process could lead to slope failures if such flooding and
erosion occur adjacent to an oversteepened and or unstable slope. This could be a problem if there are
homes with minimal setback located at the crest of such slopes.
The potential build up of debris at the fences could break loose during a high flow event, which could
cause a debris flood. The mobilized debris or the dislodged fence could also block a downstream culvert.
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Therefore, it is recommended that all fences that cross the floodplain and creek be removed. These
recommended prescriptions are given a low (four sites) and moderate (two sites) priority rating (Table
10). The rating depends on the extent and sturdiness of the fencing. None is given a high priority as the
probability of a fence eventually causing significant erosion or slope failure is considered low. In some
cases the fencing crosses the creek with minimal clearance to the bed. In these situations, the fence can
represent a fish barrier.
13.3 Concrete Protection (CP)
Concrete protection refers to any type of channel or bank protection that is concrete. There were four
sites in the study area and three of the sites were either lock block walls or cast-in-place concrete retaining
walls that appear to have been professionally designed and installed (Photos 48 and 76). In these three
cases the structures were in good condition and functioning as intended. It is recommended that these
structures be monitored in case the material behind the walls is unstable (Table 10). This could result in
shifting and deformation of the lock blocks or cracking in the retaining walls.
Site CP3 represents cast-in-place wing deflectors that have been installed along the right bank (Photo 51).
It appears these have been constructed by the landowner and have not been professionally designed and
installed. These structures should be removed from the channel but are given low priority as they do not
seem to have a significant impact on the creek.
13.4 Cleared Sites (CS)
There were six sites in the ravine within the study area that have been cleared of mature vegetation. In
three of the cases the ravine slope has been cleared (Photos 18, 49 and 52) and in three of the cases the
riparian vegetation on the floodplain has been cleared (Photos 51, 66, and 70). Removing mature
vegetation on slopes can increase the instability of the slope. The root systems of trees and shrubs help
hold the soil together which increases shallow slope strength. The canopy of the trees and shrubs
decrease the amount of water available to infiltrate into the soil from precipitation. The vegetation also
decreases surface erosion on the slope. Removal of mature vegetation on channel banks and floodplains
adjacent to creeks has a similar effect as on slopes. The root systems decrease bank erosion caused by the
creek. Riparian vegetation is also very important to fish habitat. The canopy provides shade for the fish
and the woody debris that enters the creek from the riparian vegetation provides fish habitat.
All cleared slopes and floodplains should be re-vegetated by planting trees and shrubs to increase the
stability of the site (Table 10). At several of the sites, grass or groundcover is well established, however,
the root systems of such vegetation is very shallow and provides little reinforcing. Mitigation for cleared
slopes is given high priority (three sites) due to the potential instability issues. Mitigation for cleared
riparian areas on floodplains is given moderate priority (three sites) as the sites were experiencing minor
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erosion. Landowners adjacent to the ravine should be informed and educated on the hazards associated
with clearing such sites. It is important to consult slope stability and vegetation specialists and
professionals regarding the use of plants for stability purposes.
13.5 Dumped Material (DM)
There were six sites observed where yard waste has been dumped over the crest of the ravine slope
(Photos 18, 49, 52, and 63). Most of the dumped material is hedge and tree trimming, grass cuttings and
soil. However, in some instances household waste or home renovation waste is mixed in with the yard
waste. Adding surcharge weight onto the crest of the ravine slopes can decrease the stability of the slope.
It is recommended that all dumped material be removed from the ravine slopes (Table 10). These
recommendations are given high priority due to the potential instability issues associated with loading
weight on the crest of the slopes. Landowners adjacent to the ravine should be informed and educated on
the hazards associated with dumping material over the crest of the ravine slopes. This type of dumping
seems to be a common practice, therefore, it is likely that there are more sites of dumped material at the
crest of the slopes that are not visible from the valley floor and could not be identified by the field crew
without accessing homeowners’ backyards.
13.6 Eroding Banks (EB)
Eroding banks along the creek represent the most common type of POI in the study area. There were 28
eroding bank sites identified. Most of the sites were relatively small and cut into the ravine floodplain or
terraces and were not downslope of any infrastructure. Such sites are part of a naturally meandering creek
system and would not be regarded as an issue that would cause concern for the overall stability of the
creek or the ravine slopes. However, there were several eroding bank sites that were cutting into the toe
of steep slopes, some of which show evidence of slope instability and/or have houses with minimal
setback located near the crest of the adjacent slope. These sites include EB7 (Photo 30), EB10 (Photo
36), EB12 (Photo 40), EB14 (Photo 42), EB17 (Photo 54), EB19 (Photos 56 and 57), and EB20 (Photo
58). Providing bank protection for these sites is possible, however, the cost of doing it properly is high as
machine access down to the ravine bottom at many of the sites may be difficult. Simply dumping rock
over the top of the slope is not a recommended method of placing riprap. Soft engineering or bioengineering methods such as root wads could be implemented but they are time consuming to construct
and heavy machinery is still required to place the wads and the boulders, which are typically used as
anchors. Wenches can also be used to place boulders.
It is recommended that bank protection be implemented on the seven sites named above. Three of these
sites are given a moderate priority rating and four are given a low rating. The remaining 21 sites should
all be monitored.
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13.7 Gabion Baskets (GB)
There were five gabion basket sites in the study area and four of them were in good condition and
functioning as intended (Photos 13, 48, 59 and 75). One of the gabion basket sites was failing (GB4) as
the baskets were slumping and have deformed from their original alignment. Also, much of the rock in
the lower row, at the water surface, has been washed away as the basket wire has rusted (Photo 74).
Gabion baskets and lock block walls confine the channel at this site, which is part of the relocated channel
and is located just downstream from the 36th Avenue culvert (Photo 76). A channel blockage at this site
could occur if the failing gabion baskets were to collapse. A blockage could result in significant flooding
and erosion at the 36th Avenue culvert. It is recommended that the failing gabion baskets be fixed. This
site is given a high priority due to the possibility of flooding and erosion as a result of a collapse of the
baskets (Table 10). The other four gabion basket sites should be monitored for potential movement and
loss of rocks due to rusting wire.
13.8 Log Jams (LJ)
There were 11 log jams identified in the study area and all of them were on the Mainstem. Peak flows are
not high enough to form jams on the North and West Branches. If log jams become large enough and are
densely packed, they can trap sediment. Such jams can cause flow obstructions during high flow events,
which can lead to flooding and also significant erosion can occur when the backwatered flow eventually
releases. The log jams could also fail and cause downstream damage. These processes could lead to
slope failures if such flooding and erosion were to occur adjacent to an oversteepened and or unstable
slope. This could be a problem if there are homes with minimal setback located at the crest of such
slopes. Removal of log jams is recommended where jams are large and located in proximity to a slope
failure site or an eroding bank that could potentially cause a slope failure. This includes LJ4 (Photo 21),
LJ5 (Photo 21), LJ6 (Photo 31), LJ7 (Photo 31), and LJ10 (Photo 61). The priority rating for these five
sites is moderate. The remaining six log jam sites should be monitored (Table 10). The monitoring
would reveal if any of the log jams have become larger or denser which could lead to flow obstruction.
13.9 Riprap (RR)
There were 14 sites identified in the study area where riprap had been placed in the channel. All of the
sites are located on the upstream half of the Mainstem from approximately 200th Street to 36th Avenue. In
several of the cases the channel banks and bed were riprapped in conjunction with more extensive
Township initiated channel works such as culverts, lock blocks or gabion baskets. However, more than
half of the sites are located on private land and were likely initiated by the landowners. The riprapped
sites have been effective in decreasing channel erosion. Minor bank erosion was observed at RR1 (Photo
44) where the riprap has partially failed, exposing the bank material. It appears that most of the riprapped
sites were constructed by simply dumping rock on the bed and banks of the creek and many of the bank
slopes of several riprapped sites were oversteepened and not keyed into the bed. At numerous sites the
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rock has been placed sporadically and is typically only one layer thick. Also, underlayer material appears
to be absent at all of the sites. For example, the riprap placed at RR5 and RR6 (Photos 61 and 62) appears
to have been simply dumped over the crest of the ravine slope at the end of 37A Avenue. Riprap
placement at these sites is uneven and spread across the channel. There were also pockets of gravel that
have been placed as bank protection at these sites (Photo 62). It is likely that high flows have washed
away much of the riprap in this area and the initial placement of the rock was different from the current
observed configuration.
Despite the apparent lack of engineering and professional installation used for the riprap, all of the sites
have been effective in reducing the rate of erosion, as there were no sites that have had significant
failures. The minor riprap failure at RR1 should be repaired and this site is given a moderate priority
rating. The other 13 sites should be monitored, as the potential for failure exists considering the lack of
riprap robustness at several of the sites. The consequence of riprap failure is bank erosion and possible
slope failures.
13.10 Small Buildings (SB)
There were two small buildings located next to the creek; one is on the North Branch (Photo 11) and the
other is on the West Branch (Figure 7). The purpose of these buildings is unknown and they have been
noted as features for completeness. The status of these structures should be determined. The structures
should be dismantled and removed from the riparian area if they are inactive and not serving a useful
purpose. The priority rating for this mitigation is low as the structures do not appear to have a negative
impact on the surrounding area.
13.11 Slope Failures (SF)
There were nine slope failure sites identified in the study area, all of which were located on the Mainstem
of Anderson Creek upstream of the confluence with the North Branch. As discussed in Section 10.1,
slope failures appear to be caused by two distinct processes: i) toe erosion and bank oversteepening, and
ii) heavy precipitation and decreased bank stability. The probable failure mechanism for SF4 (Photo 34),
SF5 (Photo 37), SF6 (Photo 39), SF8 (Photos 56 and 57) and SF9 appears to be from toe erosion and bank
oversteepening, whereas the probable failure mechanism for SF1 (Photos 21 and 22), SF2 (Photo 29),
SF3 (Photo 32) and SF7 (Photo 43) appears to be from heavy precipitation and decreased bank stability.
As discussed in Section 4 of the report (Task 7), a three-tiered approach to stabilization of the ravine
slopes (including existing slope failures) is proposed, as follows:
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1. Establish a safety setback guideline and best management practices (BMP) policy for property
owners along the ravine to manage slope instability and provide a framework for future
developments. These are discussed in Section 14 of the report;
2. Implement bioengineered mitigative solutions at select locations. Tree planting is recommended
at one of the sites (SF3, Photo 32) and is given a moderate priority rating. Preferred tree species
would include those with deep root systems and large canopies when mature. Re-vegetation is
not recommended at the other sites as they are either too steep (Photo 37), are well shaded by
surrounding canopies or the site is dominated by thick ground cover (Photo 22).
3. All the slope failure sites should be monitored for additional movement, particularly the sites
where toe erosion and undercutting of the banks is active. Where these issues persist, then sitespecific mitigative structures may be necessary to improve stability and/or reduce erosion at the
toe of the slope, as follows:


To stabilize areas affected by toe erosion and oversteepening of the banks, “hard”
elements such as riprap, gabion baskets, and lock-block walls would perform the best.



To stabilize areas affected by slope instability at or near the crest, a range of other
stabilization works could be undertaken, including: unloading or re-contouring the slope,
horizontal drains, and installing piles and anchors. While these are robust solutions and
would greatly reduce the potential for instability, we expect that such methods would be
costly.

In addition to the significant costs involved, site-specific geotechnical slope stabilization works and bank
protection structures would require machine access to the channel, which would require detailed
consideration of potential environmental, logistical and financial constraints, and approval from
regulatory agencies such as DFO.
13.12 Slope Seepage (SS)
Seepage from the toe of the ravine slopes was identified at four locations within the study area, two of
which were along the North Branch and two of which were along the West Branch (Photos 24 and 25).
Where observed, the seepage was characterized by soft, muddy areas at the bottom of the slope with
visible percolation. The seepage sites did not appear to be associated with buried drainpipes or other
man-made influences, nor did they appear to be caused by “perched” drainage above an impermeable soil
layer. There were no observed slope failures or eroding banks adjacent to the seepage sites. Therefore,
no mitigation is recommended but the sites should be monitored for evidence of excessive seepage
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erosion / piping, slope failures or creek erosion (Table 10). Seepage monitoring should be done during
the winter when groundwater conditions are the highest.
13.13 Timber Cribwalls (TC)
One area of timber cribwalls was observed in the study area (Photo 60). The site is located upslope of a
long section of gabion baskets (Photo 59). The cribwalls were installed on private property by the
landowner to help stabilize the ravine slope above the creek bank, which has been protected with gabion
baskets. The cribwalls appear to be effective in stabilizing the slope, however, the structures are getting
old and the timber is starting to rot. The site should be monitored for signs of failure, as the life of the
timber is limited. The consequence of cribwall failure is erosion and slope failure.
13.14 Wooden Bridges (WB)
There were two wooden bridges crossing the Mainstem near the downstream end of the study area. The
bridge furthest downstream (WB1) represents the start of the creek chainage and it is an old collapsed
timber structure that appears to have been used by automobiles to cross the creek (Photo 1). Portions of
the bridge decking have collapsed and large amounts of timber lie in the creek and on the floodplain.
Woody debris has collected at the upstream end of the bridge creating a partial channel blockage. Flow
conveyance could be affected during flood events, which could lead to backwatering, erosion and slope
instability as discussed above in the sections on fences and logjams. The site is also a safety hazard to
people walking by on the floodplain as several sections of the decking have not collapsed but appear
unstable. It is recommended that the bridge be dismantled and the timber and piles be removed from the
creek and floodplain area. This recommendation is given a high priority because of the safety issues and
channel blockage potential.
The second bridge (WB2) is a small, old, rotten, log bridge about 1 m above the creek bed that is wide
enough for automobiles (Photo 3). It appears to be a private bridge built by a landowner. Although the
bridge has not yet collapsed, it would affect flow conveyance, as it is so close to the creek bed. Like
WB1, it is recommended that WB2 be dismantled and the material removed from the floodplain area.
WB2 is given a high priority rating.

14 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
14.1 Safety Setback
We recommend that the Township implement a safety setback from the crest of the ravine for any future
developments. Based on our review of the channel morphology and terrain stability conditions, the
setback should be defined as follows:
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All future developments should be located at least 5 m from the natural slope crest;
For proposed developments closer to the crest of the slope than a line extending up at 2.5H:1V
(22o) from the toe of the ravine at the elevation of the creek channel, a site-specific geotechnical
assessment should be carried out prior to development (see Best Management Practice #1,
below);
For proposed developments set back further than the 2.5H:1V line, a site-specific geotechnical
assessment of the ravine would not be required. However, property owners should complete a site
topographic survey to accurately identify the ravine toe and associated 2.5H:1V setback line for
their individual lot. Where toe erosion is occurring, the setback distance from the slope crest
would increase to maintain the 2.5H:1V guideline.

The recommended safety setback line along the ravine is outlined on Figure 8. The setback line is
approximate, and was drawn on the basis of available topographic information from the Township.
In establishing specific setbacks for individual properties, we point out that the recommended safety
setback may be less than existing setbacks defined by Township bylaws, provincial regulations, and/or
federal regulations, such as those required by DFO. In all cases, the most conservative (largest) of these
setback requirements should govern.
There were numerous developments along the ravine that have been built within the recommended
2.5H:1V safety setback zone, some of which are very close to the crest of the slope. It is important to
point out that these developments may not necessarily be geotechnically “unsafe”. Many houses in the
area are upwards of 40 years old, and we have no knowledge of any of these structures being damaged by
slope instability. Site-specific geotechnical assessments would be required to assess the geotechnical
safety of individual properties.
The owners of developments along the ravine should closely monitor their property for erosion at the toe
of the ravine and record any instances of tension cracks, tree falls, slumps, slides or other potential mass
wasting processes that appear active along the slope or near the slope crest. In addition, all property
owners which border on the ravine should adopt Best Management Practices for their property, as
detailed below. Where problems persist, site-specific geotechnical investigations and remedial works may
be required.
14.2 Best Management Practices
In addition to establishing a safety setback, we recommend that the Township implement a Best
Management Practices (BMP) policy for all developments which border on the Anderson Creek ravine.
Other municipalities within the Greater Vancouver Regional District, including the Corporation of Delta
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(2000) and The District of Maple Ridge (2004a, 2004b), have implemented BMP policies for
developments on or near steep slopes, ravines and escarpments.
The BMP policies provide a framework for future developments through a combination of site-specific
geotechnical investigations, preservation of existing ground and vegetation conditions, and site-specific
slope stability improvement measures. At a minimum, we recommend that the Township’s policy for any
future developments along the Anderson Creek ravine include the following:
1. The approval of building permits for developments inside the 2.5H:1V safety setback zone should
require a site-specific, written geotechnical report signed and sealed from a qualified
Geotechnical Engineer registered in the Province of British Columbia, which considers the issues
of potential toe erosion, slope stability, the impact of development to the site and adjacent
properties, additional safety setback, and whether improvements are needed to enhance existing
slope stability;
2. All storm runoff and drainage from ditches, pavements, buildings, or other structures should not
discharge directly onto the ravine or adjacent slope crest. Where infiltration systems are used for
drainage, the systems should be located as far as possible from the crest of the ravine;
3. New buildings, structures and services should not provide connections between roof drains and
foundation drains and roof drains should be discharged to off-site stormwater systems;
4. Septic fields for new developments should be located as far as possible from the crest of the
ravine, and should be regularly inspected to ensure the system is functioning properly. Where
feasible, developments should be connected to sanitary sewers instead of septic fields;
5. Landowners should be discouraged from installing or operating landscape ponds, swimming
pools, sprinkler systems, or other water features without input from a qualified Geotechnical
Engineer registered in the Province of British Columbia. These features should also be regularly
inspected to check for leakage and ensure the system is functioning properly;
6. Existing large trees and other ground vegetation on the slope should not be removed without
input from a qualified Arborist registered in the Province of British Columbia. Where vegetation
removal cannot be avoided (e.g. removal of hazardous trees), an acceptable re-vegetation and
stabilization program should be provided;
7. Existing site grades should not be increased without input from a qualified Geotechnical Engineer
registered in the Province of British Columbia. Landowners should be discouraged from filling
or building retaining walls over the natural slope crest for any purpose, including gardening,
landscaping, or disposal of yard waste. Where possible, existing fillslopes and piles of yard waste
should be removed; and
8. Following completion of the development, the property owner should provide a report prepared
by a qualified Geotechnical Engineer registered in the Province of British Columbia to confirm
that sufficient inspection has been provided during construction to ensure the works were
completed in general accordance with the geotechnical recommendations. In addition, the
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Township should consider incorporating the geotechnical report(s) into a restrictive covenant on
the property.

15 OTHER OPTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Other general options and recommendations include:
1. Do nothing approach: This option is of course the least expensive option and likely the preferred
option by DFO as it would not affect the fish habitat of Anderson Creek. This option is not
recommended as some of the slope failures could affect infrastructure if they continue to fail.
The recommended alternative to the “do nothing approach” is the monitoring option as discussed
at the beginning of Section 13 and summarized in Table 10. This option is relatively inexpensive
and would allow the Township to act promptly with appropriate mitigation when problematic POI
are observed.
2. The Master Drainage Plan recommended flow monitoring since the WSC gauge was discontinued
in 1987. We support this recommendation and details on the Anderson Creek hydrology can be
found in Section 5.4. The Master Drainage Plan also provides details on the recommended flow
monitoring.

16 PRESCRIPTION COST ESTIMATES
The total cost estimate for implementing all of the recommended prescriptions including the Monitoring
Program is $255,350 and is summarized in Table 9. They are Class C estimates (i.e., plus or minus 30%)
and in 2006 dollars. They don’t include detailed design, permitting or land acquisition costs. There is
one lump sum cost estimate of $8,000 associated with the Monitoring Program which is recommended to
be carried out every five years or after a major flow event (e.g., 5 year event or greater). The individual
costs for POI are shown as “na” and the lump sum value is shown at the bottom of Table 9. The cost
estimate for each low, moderate and high priority site is provided in the POI row as illustrated in Table 9.
The total cost is $89,800 for the 10 low priority sites, $73,350 for the 17 moderate priority sites and
$84,200 for the 14 high priority sites as shown at the bottom of Table 9. The low, moderate and high
priority POI identified in Table 9 have been grouped in the three types and are summarized in Tables 12
(low priority), Table 13 (moderate priority) and Table 14 (high priority). The total cost estimate for each
of the three types is also provided at the bottom of Tables 12, 13 and 14. The priority ratings were
determined independently of the cost estimates. Therefore, the cost to carry out specific POI
prescriptions relative to other sites may influence the order that mitigation is implemented.
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Hazard Area

Description

High

Location of POI that are partially blocked culverts, all slope failures, collapsed
bridges and failing gabion baskets.

Moderate

Location of POI that are chainlink fences, cleared sites, dumped material, eroding
banks, log jams, slope seepage, old wooden bridges, old timber cribwalls and
undersized culverts. Raving slopes steeper than 30o or which show evidence of
surficial instability. 10 to 20 m buffer zone around high hazard area. Extent of
buffer zone depends on the type of POI.

Low

Remaining zones within the study area not classified as high or moderate.

Consequence
Area

Description

High

Within 5 m of the crest of the ravine slope. Property within this area has a high potential
for damage due to a slope failure.

Moderate

Between 5 m of the crest of the slope and a line extending up at 2.5H:1V (22o) from the
toe of the ravine at the elevation of the creek channel (Recommended Safety Setback Refer to Section 14.1). Property within this area could be lost following a large slope
failure or sequence of smaller failures; however, it is likely that mitigative efforts could be
undertaken before slope failures reach this area.

Low

Remaining zones within the study area not classified as high or moderate.

TABLES

TABLE 1 Criteria for Hazard Areas

Hazard Area

Description

High

Location of POI that are partially blocked culverts, all slope failures, collapsed bridges
and failing gabion baskets.

Moderate

Location of POI that are chainlink fences, cleared sites, dumped material, eroding
banks, log jams, slope seepage, old wooden bridges, old timber cribwalls and
undersized culverts. Raving slopes steeper than 30o or which show evidence of
surficial instability. 10 to 20 m buffer zone around high hazard area. Extent of buffer
zone depends on the type of POI.

Low

Remaining zones within the study area not classified as high or moderate.
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TABLE 2 Consequences to Property

Consequence
Rating

Criteria

Example Process

High

Loss of property, damage to
infrastructure, or significant, longterm degradation to water quality
for fisheries.

Large-scale landslide with direct impact to upslope
development. Such events mobilize and deposit
large volumes of sediment and debris and
permanently alter channel conditions.

Moderate

Low

projects:/4810062/tables.xls

On-going maintenance to sloughing Small landslide or slump, channel bank erosion, or
slopes or stream banks.
other minor sedimentation events.
Stream or slope process with no
effect on upslope development or
downstream resources.
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Small-scale bank erosion events that contribute to
peaks in turbidity and natural lateral movement of
the channel within the floodplain.

TABLE 3 Criteria for Consequence Areas

Consequence
Area

Description

High

Within 5 m of the crest of the ravine slope. Property within this area has a high potential for
damage due to a slope failure.

Moderate

Between 5 m of the crest of the slope and a line extending up at 2.5H:1V (22o) from the toe
of the ravine at the elevation of the creek channel (Recommended Safety Setback - Refer to
Section 14.1). Property within this area could be lost following a large slope failure or
sequence of smaller failures; however, it is likely that mitigative efforts could be undertaken
before slope failures reach this area.

Low

Remaining zones within the study area not classified as high or moderate.
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TABLE 4 Decision Matrix for Risk

Consequence

Hazard

projects:/4810062/tables.xls

Low

Moderate

High

Low

Low

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Moderate

High

High

Moderate

High

Very High

1 of 1

TABLE 5 Summary of Township Service Requests by Homeowners
Date

Address

Service Request

Mitigation

Permit

Oct-76

3697-202 St

Erosion complaint

?

Feb-77

20045-200 St

Erosion of bank due to fallen trees

Yes

Jul-80

3650-201A St

Erosion of banks

Suggested he contact the Township
Private matter. To be resolved between property
owners.
Private matter. No action taken.

Concern about degradation of fish habitat

D&K recommended stabilization works

n/a

On-going erosion issues

By-law 2046

Yes (as above)

Local Improvement Project

Yes (for 3650)

Jan-81
Jul-81

20152-37th Ave
3638/3650-201A St
20140-37th Ave

Yes

3741-201A St

Yes

20146-37th Ave

On-going erosion concerns

20125-37th Ave

By-law 2048

Yes

Local Improvement Project

Yes

20137-37th Ave

Yes (as above)

Apr-82

20065-37A Ave

1983

20137-37th Ave

Erosion concerns on his property (and municipal
property)
Request for extra rip-rapping

1980-1984

20152-37th Ave

On-going erosion concerns on municipal property

December, 1990

3725-201A St

1992-1998

20050-38B Ave

October, 2004 and
May, 2001

3954-198A St

January, 2005

3980-198A St

January, 2005

3830-200 St

March, 2005

3833-201 St

April, 2005

3925-200 St

October, 2005*

4088-198 St

Would like more riprap placed along banks of
creek
Believe erosion on his property was due to
protection works completed in 1981

?

Yes

Repair to previous works?
By-law 2046 (see below), repair to previous
works?

Yes

?

Private property, no works completed

Yes

In 2001, erosion pins installed by staff. In 2002,
Levelton conducted preliminary assessment.
Both studies indicated slope is stable.
Site visit, informed owner of pending technical
Erosion in back yard (no written complaint on file)
study
Toe of slope failed along creek, residents
Site visit, informed owner of pending technical
evacuated
study
Creek eroding his property
Informed owner of pending technical study
Back yard has dropped 2 ft due to erosion, trees in Questionable trees removed, informed owner of
park leaning into yard
pending technical study
Loss of material at crest of slope and trees falling
Site visit by EBA study team during field
over on slope
assessment
Creek is eroding back yard. Top of bank is now
very close to the foundation of his house.

1 of 1

Yes

Additional rip rap placed along creek?

* No official Service Request was made, homeowner contacted Township after being notified of study by EBA Engineering.
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Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
?

TABLE 6 Hydrometric Station Information

Station ID

Station Name

08MH104

Anderson Creek at the
Mouth
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Drainage Area

27.2 km

2

1 of 1

Period of Record

Flow Data Available

1965 - 1987

21 years of maximum daily
data and no maximum
instantaneous data

TABLE 7 Results of Frequency Analysis

1

2

3

4

Average

Return Period

GEV

3PLN

LPIII

Wakeby

Estimate

Years

m3/s

m3/s

m3/s

m3/s

1 to 4

2

10.1

10.2

10.4

10.0

10.2

5

13.4

13.2

13.4

13.2

13.3

10

15.3

14.9

14.9

15.3

15.1

20

16.9

16.4

16.0

17.1

16.6

50

18.8

18.0

17.1

19.3

18.3
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TABLE 8 Morphological Conditions of Reaches

Reach Location

R1

Range of
Average Dominant Presence
Bankfull Bankfull Range in
Photos
Gradient
Channel
of
Height of Bed and
Channel Channel Valley /
Length Channel Stability
of
for
Ravine
Chainage (m)
Gradient
FunctionBank
Ravine
Depth Floodplain
Width
(m)
Type
Rating
Reach
Slopes
(%)
Slopes (m) Material ing LWD
Width (m)
(m)
(m)
(degrees)

Mainstem 0+000 to 1+750

750

RP

A1

1

10

1.5

20 to 50

25 to 35

22

s, g

Yes

1 to 7

R2

North
Branch

0+000 to 0+460

460

RP

S

2

2

0.25

4 to 8

25 to 30

14

s, g, o

No

8 to 14

R3

North
Branch

0+480 to 0+800

320

RP

S

2.5

1.5

0.25

3 to 6

20 to 25

8

s, o

No

15 to 18

Mainstem 0+750 to 0+885

135

RP

A1

1

9

1.25

15 to 25

22 to 38

18

g

Yes

19 to 22

R4
R5

West
Branch

0+000 to 0+322

322

RP

S

1.5

2

0.25

4 to 8

25 to 30

16

s, g, o

No

23 to 26

R6

West
Branch

0+322 to 0+725

403

RP

S

1

1.5

0.25

3 to 6

20 to 30

9

s, o

No

27

R7

Mainstem 0+885 to 1+710

825

RP

A1

1

8

1

15 to 30

25 to 35

14

g

Yes

28 to 42

R8

Mainstem 1+710 to 1+750

40

SP

S

4

7

1

8 to10

28 to 33

13

rr

No

43 to 47

R9

Mainstem 1+810 to 2+100

440

RP

A1

0.5

8

1

15 to 20

20 to 30

8

g

Yes

48 to 58

R10

Mainstem 2+100 to 2+425

325

RP / CP

S

2

6

1

5 to 12

25 to 35

7

rr, g

No

59 to 72

R11

Mainstem 2+425 to 2+517

92

CP

S

2

4.5

1.25

3 to 5

Near
vertical

4

rr

No

73 to 77

Notes: 1) Values in metres are rounded to the nearest metre, except for channel depth which is rounded to the nearest 0.25 metre. Channel gradient is measured to the nearest half percent.
2) Photos are numbered in order of creek chainage starting downstream, not in the order referenced to in the report.
3) Bankfull refers to the channel flow associated with approximately the 1 to 2 year return period.
4) Abbreviations:

Channel Type: RP=riffle-pool, SP=step-pool, CP=cascade pool
Stability Rating: A1=partially aggraded, S=stable
Bed and Bank Material: s=sand, g=gravel, o=organics, rr=riprap
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TABLE 9: Points of Interest Inventory and Recommended Prescriptions
Location of
Size of POI
Point of
Photo
Land
POI (creek /
(length /
Interest
Number
Ownerchainage /
width /
1
3
5
(POI)
of POI
ship
bank)2
height)4

Site Description

Recommended Prescription

Priority

Cost
7
Estimate

6

WB1

AM / 0+000
/ BB

1

20 / 3 / 4

PP

Old collapsed vehicle bridge has created partial jam in channel.
Potential high flow obstruction. Safety hazard to individuals.

Dismantle collapsed bridge in channel
and on floodplain, haul away material.

H

$10,000

EB1

AM / 0+010
/ RB

1

4 / na / 8

PP

Vertical, sand, fine sediment source to creek. No infrastructure
nearby.

Monitor for extensive erosion.

Mon

na

CF1

AM / 0+193
/ BB

2

na / 25 / 1.5

PP

Chainlink fence crossing floodplain. Fence stops at creek banks Dismantle and haul away portion of fence
but portion on floodplain is potential site for trapping debris.
on floodplain.

L

$500

EB2

AM / 0+200
/ LB

2

10 / na / 3

PP

Sand, fine sediment source to creek, no infrastructure nearby.

Mon

na

WB2

AM / 0+333
/ BB

3

4 / 2 / 0.5

PP

Dismantle and haul away old bridge or
Old rotting log bridge, minimal flow conveyance, potential high
replace with new bridge with greater flow
flow obstruction.
conveyance.

H

$900

CF2

AM / 0+335
/ BB

3

na / 25 / 1.5

PP

Chainlink fence crossing floodplain and creek, potential fish
barrier and flow obstruction, potential debris catcher.

Dismantle and haul away portion of fence
in creek and on floodplain.

M

$650

LJ1

AM / 0+370
/ BB

4

0.5 / 5 / 0.5

PP

Single large log lying across creek, limited flow conveyance,
potential high flow obstruction, potential log jam site, no
infrastructure nearby.

Monitor for potential flow obstruction.

Mon

na

CF3

AM / 0+480
/ BB

5

na / 25 / 1.5 PP / TP

Chainlink fence crossing floodplain and creek, potential fish
barrier and flow obstruction, potential debris catcher.

Dismantle and haul away portion of fence
in creek and on floodplain.

M

$700

LJ2

AM / 0+510
/ BB

6

5 / 10 / 1.5

TP

Large long jam adjacent to steep left slope ( 27 degrees) near
the creek, potential for creek erosion or slope erosion, no
infrastructure nearby.

Monitor for potential flow obstruction that
could lead to creek erosion or slope
instability.

Mon

na

LJ3

AM / 0+730
/ BB

7

5 / 10 / 1.5

PP

Large logs lying across creek, potential log jam site, no
infrastructure nearby.

Monitor for potential flow obstruction.

Mon

na

EB3

NB / 0+045
/ LB

na

3 / na / 1

PP

Small eroding bank, minor fine sediment source, no
infrastructure nearby. Left bank slope is 36 degrees and right
bank slope is 27 degrees.

Monitor for potential creek erosion or
slope instability.

Mon

na

EB4

NB / 0+130
/ RB

9

4 / na / 1.5

TP

Small eroding bank, minor fine sediment source, no
infrastructure nearby.

Monitor for potential creek erosion or
slope instability.

Mon

na

EB5

NB / 0+260
/ RB

10

6 / na / 0.5

TP

Small eroding bank, minor fine sediment source, no
infrastructure nearby. Left bank slope is 28 degrees and right
bank slope is 30 degrees.

Monitor for potential creek erosion or
slope instability.

Mon

na
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Monitor for extensive erosion.

TABLE 9: Points of Interest Inventory and Recommended Prescriptions
Location of
Size of POI
Point of
Photo
Land
POI (creek /
(length /
Interest
Number
Ownerchainage /
width /
1
3
5
(POI)
of POI
ship
bank)2
height)4

Site Description

Recommended Prescription

Priority

Cost
7
Estimate

6

SS1

NB / 0+366
/ RB

na

2/2/1

TP

Seepage from slope 3 m from the creek. Potential for slope
erosion. Left bank slope is 34 degrees and right bank slope is
27 degrees.

Monitor for potential slope instability.

Mon

na

SS2

NB / 0+390
/ RB

na

4 / 2.5 / 1

PP

Seepage from slope 1 m from the creek. Potential for slope
erosion. Left bank slope is 26 degrees and right bank slope is
34 degrees.

Monitor for potential slope instability.

Mon

na

SB1

NB / 0+420
/ RB

11

4/2/2

PP

Concrete shed, purpose unknown.

Remove shed if it is not serving a
purpose.

L

$1,500

CF4

NB / 0+425
/ BB

12

na / 25 / 1.5

P/T

L

$1,200

GB1

NB / 0+450
/ LB

13

22 / 2 / 1.5

TP

Gabion baskets, 20 m length and two rows high, in good
condition.

Monitor for potential deformation or
rusting of wire.

Mon

na

CC1

NB / 0+480
/ BB

14, 15

40 / 1.5 /
1.5

TP

Concrete culvert (diameter 1.5 m) under 200th Street, inlet
partially infilled with sediment.

Clean sediment out of upstream end of
culvert, create sediment trap at inlet.

H

$2,500

CF5

NB / 0+520
/ BB

16

na / 10 / 1.5

PP

Chicken wire fence crossing floodplain and creek. Potential fish
Dismantle and haul away portion of fence
barrier, flow obstruction, and debris catcher. Potential is minor
in creek and on floodplain.
because peak flows are low due to small basin area.

L

$200

CF6

NB / 0+550
/ BB

17

na / 20 / 1.5

PP

Chainlink fence crossing floodplain and creek. Potential flow
obstruction, potential debris catcher. Potential is minor because Dismantle and haul away portion of fence
peak flows are low due to small basin area. Left bank slope is 28
in creek and on floodplain.
degrees and right bank slope is 25 degrees.

L

$700

CS1

NB / 0+732
/ RB

18

20 / 20 / 5

PP

The ravine slope has been cleared of most of its mature
vegetation, potential for slope instability.

Revegetate slope with trees and shrubs.

H

$2,000

DM1

NB / 0+732
/ RB

18

5/5/3

PP

Large amounts of material (yard waste) has been deposited on
top of cleared ravine slope, potential for slope instability. Left
bank slope is 24 degrees and right bank slope is 23 degrees.

Remove dumped material.

H

$1,000

EB6

AM / 0+820
/ RB

19, 20

9 / na / 3

PP

Channel erosion on the RB caused a large cedar to fall across
the creek. No infrastructure nearby.

Monitor for extensive erosion or slope
instability.

Mon

na

LJ4

AM / 0+830
/ BB

21

6 / 11 / 1.5

PP

M

$1,000
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Dismantle and haul away portion of fence
obstruction, potential debris catcher. Potential is minor because
in creek and on floodplain.
peak flows are low due to small basin area.

Large log jam adjacent to SF1, potential for channel erosion and
Remove log jam adjacent to slope failure.
flow obstruction, homes located at top of ravine slope.
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Location of
Size of POI
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Land
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(length /
Interest
Number
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width /
1
3
5
(POI)
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Cost
7
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Slope failure in the lower half of the ravine appears to have
caused LJ4, LJ5 and EB6. Right bank slope is 30 degrees and
left bank slope is 27 degrees.

Monitor for evidence of further slope
instability or additional toe erosion.
Property owners should adopt BMP.
Stabilization works may be necessary if
problem persists.

Mon

na

M

$1,000

6

SF1

AM / 0+850
/ LB

22

10 / 3 / 5

PP

LJ5

AM / 0+860
/ BB

21

5 / 7 / 1.5

PP

Large log jam adjacent to SF1, potential for channel erosion and
Remove log jam adjacent to slope failure.
flow obstruction, homes located at top of ravine slope.

SS3

WB / 0+170
/ LB

24

5/4/2

PP

Large seepage area at the base of the ravine slope on the creek
floodplain, potential for slope instability. Left bank slope is 33
degrees and right bank slope 30 degrees.

Monitor for potential slope instability.

Mon

na

SS4

WB / 0+200
/ LB

25

3/3/1

PP

Seepage area on the left bank ravine slope (25 degrees) several
metres from the creek, potential for slope instability. Right bank
slope is 27 degrees.

Monitor for potential slope instability.

Mon

na

SB2

WB / 0+290
/ LB

na

2.5 / 2 / 2

PP

Old timber shed with well, activity status unknown.

Remove shed if it is not serving a
purpose.

L

$800

CC2

WB / 0+322
/ BB

26

5 / 0.7 / 0.7

PP

Concrete culvert (diameter 700 mm) under old road crossing
creek and traversing ravine slopes. Right bank slope is 27
degrees.

Master Drainage Plan recommended
replacement. Culvert could also just be
removed.

M

$3,000

LJ6

AM / 1+005
/ BB

28

5 / 7 / 1.5

TP

M

$1,000

Large log jam adjacent to SF2, potential for channel erosion and
Remove log jam adjacent to slope failure.
flow obstruction, homes located at top of ravine slope.
Monitor for evidence of further slope
instability or additional toe erosion.
Property owners should adopt BMP.
Stabilization works may be necessary if
problem persists.

Mon

na

Stabilize with bank protection.

M

$10,500

M

$1,000

SF2

AM / 1+010
/ LB

29

18 / 2 / 14

TP

Slope failure along the left bank ravine slope (38 degrees).
Sediment, debris and large trees have entered the creek and
formed a large log jam (LJ6).

EB7

AM / 1+025
/ LB

30

7 / na / 2

TP

Channel erosion just upstream of slope failure (SF2) at toe of
ravine slope (38 degrees), reported loss of land at crest by
homeowner.

LJ7

AM / 1+045
/ BB

31

5/9/2

TP

Large log jam near SF3, potential for channel erosion and flow
Remove log jam adjacent to steep slope
obstruction. The left bank and valley slope adjacent to the jam
and near slope failure.
are near vertical for 2-3 m in height above the creek.
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Location of
Size of POI
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Land
POI (creek /
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Site Description

Recommended Prescription
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7
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M

$4,000

6

SF3

AM / 1+130
/ LB

32

12 / 3 / 14

TP

Old slope failure on left bank as witnessed by lack of trees on
slope. Sediment and debris have entered the creek. Toe of
slope has eroded and additional failure has occurred.

Revegetate slope with trees and shrubs.
Monitor for evidence of further slope
instability or additional toe erosion.
Property owners should adopt BMP.
Stabilization works may be necessary if
problem persists.

EB8

AM / 1+217
/ RB

33

6 / na / 1.5

TP

Vertical and actively eroding bank consisting of sand and
pebbles.

Monitor for extensive erosion.

Mon

na

SF4

AM / 1+240
/ RB

34

2/1/2

TP

Small scarp at base of ravine slope (35 degrees).

Monitor for evidence of further slope
instability or additional toe erosion.

Mon

na

LJ8

AM / 1+260
/ BB

35

5 / 8 / 1.5

TP

Large log jam, potential for channel erosion and flow
obstruction.

Monitor for potential bank erosion.

Mon

na

EB9

AM / 1+300
/ RB

na

25 / na / 1.5

TP

Long eroding bank into the terrace on the floodplain. Sediment
source to creek. Slope behind terrace is 30 degrees.

Monitor for extensive erosion.

Mon

na

EB10

AM / 1+325
/ RB

36

35 / na / 1.5

TP

Long vertical eroding bank on outer bend of creek at the toe of
the ravine slope that is 30 degrees. Sediment source to creek.

Stabilize with bank protection.

L

$52,500

Monitor for evidence of further slope
instability or additional toe erosion.
Slope failure behind school yard. Failure face is sand and
Property owners should adopt BMP.
gravel; scarp ranges from 38 degrees to vertical. Site of several
Stabilization works may be necessary if
failures. Large sediment source to creek. School yard fence is
problem persists. The school yard fence
near the crest of the slope.
should be moved back by an additional
10 m from the crest of the slope.

H

$5,000

SF5

AM / 1+465
/ LB

37

25 / 3 / 9

SD

EB11

AM / 1+490
/ RB

38

7 / na / 1.5

SD

Long vertical eroding bank on outer bend of creek along a
terrace on the floodplain. Sediment source to creek.

Monitor for extensive erosion.

Mon

na

SF6

AM / 1+520
/ LB

39

4 / 2 / 2.5

SD

Small head scarp at base of ravine slope at the creek.

Monitor for evidence of further slope
instability or additional toe erosion.

Mon

na

EB12

AM / 1+545
/ RB

40

10 / na / 2

SD

Vertical eroding bank at toe of 35 degree ravine slope, potential
for slope failure if erosion continues.

Stabilize with bank protection.

L

$15,000

EB13

AM / 1+575
/ LB

41

7 / na / 2

SD

Vertical eroding bank on a small terrace.

Monitor for extensive erosion.

Mon

na
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Location of
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Recommended Prescription
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7
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6

EB14

AM / 1+590
/ RB

42

11 / na / 2.5

TP

Vertical eroding bank, potential for slope failure if erosion
continues.

Stabilize with bank protection.

L

$16,500

SF7

AM / 1+700
/ LB

43

7/1/3

PP

Slope failure partway up 20 m high ravine slope that is 27
degrees. Shed located on the top of the slope.

Monitor for evidence of further slope
instability or additional toe erosion.

Mon

na

EB15

AM / 1+735
/ LB

44

2 / na / 2

PP

Failed riprap causing eroding bank.

Monitor for extensive erosion.

Mon

na

RR1

AM / 1+730
/ LB

45

40 / 2 / 2

TP

Riprapped left bank and channel bed. Protection has failed at
1+735.

Repair failed riprap section at 1+735 m.

M

$3,000

RR2

AM / 1+730
/ RB

45

40 / 2 / 2

TP

Riprapped right bank and channel bed.

Monitor for potential failure.

Mon

na

CC3

AM / 1+780
/ BB

46, 47,
48

50 / 3 / 2.5

TP

Twin concrete box culverts, 3 m wide, 2.5 m high, with baffles
and daylighting for fish, recently upgraded and in good
condition. Silt fencing on top of the culverts is unattractive and
not effective.

Monitor for potential for debris to get
caught in culverts, especially on baffles.
Remove silt fencing on top of culverts.

Mon

na

CP1

AM / 1+815
/ RB

48

10 / 0.5 / 1

TP

Cast in place concrete ledge upstream of culvert inlet along the
outer right bank. Relatively new and in good shape.

Monitor for potential cracking and
movement.

Mon

na

EB16

AM / 1+825
/ RB

48

5 / na / 1

TP

Minor bank erosion just upstream of concrete ledge.

Monitor for extensive erosion.

Mon

na

CP2

AM / 1+825
/ LB

48

20 / 0.5 / 1

TP

Cast in place concrete ledge upstream of culvert inlet along the
left bank. Relatively new and in good shape.

Monitor for potential cracking and
movement.

Mon

na

GB2

AM / 1+825
/ LB

48

20 / 1 / 2.5

TP

Gabion baskets 2 and 3 layers high above the concrete ledge.
Relatively new and in good shape.

Monitor for potential movement and
deformation.

Mon

na

RR3

AM / 1+830
/ LB

48

5/2/1

TP

Riprapped left bank just upstream of concrete ledge.

Monitor for potential movement of rock.

Mon

na

CS2

AM / 1+840
/ LB

49

20 / 20 / 4

PP

The ravine slope has been cleared of most of its vegetation,
potential for slope instability.

Revegetate slope with trees and shrubs.

H

$2,000

DM2

AM / 1+840
/ LB

49

5/5/3

PP

Large amount of material (yard waste and household waste) has
been deposited on the top of the cleared ravine slope, potential
for slope instability.

Remove dumped material.

H

$1,500

LJ9

AM / 1+840
/ BB

50

2.5 / 5 / 1.5

PP

Log jam, potential for channel erosion and flow obstruction.

Monitor for potential bank erosion.

Mon

na
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Remove dumped material.

H

$1,500

M

$1,500

6

DM3

AM / 1+860
/ LB

na

5/5/3

PP

Large amount of material (yard waste and household waste) has
been deposited on the top of the ravine slope, potential for slope
instability.

CS3

AM / 1+900
/ RB

51

30 / 10 / 1

PP

Floodplain area has been cleared of all vegetation, grass is well
Revegetate area with trees and shrubs.
established.

CP3

AM / 1+900
/ RB

51

4/4/1

PP

Cast in place concrete channel wing deflectors protruding into
the channel 2 m.

These structures should be removed.

L

$900

DM4

AM / 1+900
/ LB

52

20 / 15 / 5

PP

A large protrusion into the ravine appears to be a result of end
dumping earthfill over the top of the bank. Shallow excavation
revealed garbage underneath the ground cover.

Monitor for signs of instability. Detailed
site investigation to determine nature of
material.

H

$1,500

CS4

AM / 1+900
/ LB

52

20 / 15 / 5

PP

Large dumped material site lacks any mature vegetation.

Remove dumped material (if required see DM4) and revegetate area with trees
and shrubs.

H

$4,000

RR4

AM / 1+950
/ LB

53

4 / 0.5 / 0.5

PP

Riprapped left bank by homeowner using square blocks. Stable
and in good shape. Home upslope at top of slope.

Monitor for potential failure and erosion
as home is at top of slope with minimal
setback.

Mon

na

EB17

AM / 1+955
/ LB

54

5 / na / 1

PP

Minor bank erosion but potential for causing slope failure as
erosion is at the toe of a 34 degree slope with homes at the
crest with minimal setback.

Stabilize with bank protection.

M

$7,500

EB18

AM / 1+955
/ RB

55

8 / na / 1

PP

Bank erosion into terrace on floodplain.

Monitor for extensive erosion.

Mon

na

EB19

AM / 1+975
/ RB

56, 57

15 / na / 5

PP

Vertical eroding bank on the outside bend of the channel.
Portion of property has been lost due to toe erosion and
undercutting.

Stabilize with bank protection.

M

$22,500

SF8

AM / 1+975
/ RB

56, 57

15 / 2 / 5

PP

Slope failure (29 degrees) caused by eroding bank on the
outside bend of the channel. Portion of property has been lost
due to toe erosion and undercutting.

Monitor for further slope movement.
Property owners should follow BMP.
Slope stabilization works may be
necessary if problem persists.

Mon

na

EB20

AM / 2+030
/ LB

58

8 / na / 1

PP

Minor bank erosion into terrace, potential for slope failure if
erosion continues, home at the top of the 28 degree slope with
minimal setback.

Stabilize with bank protection.

M

$12,000
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Location of
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Interest
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5
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Recommended Prescription

Priority
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7
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2 and 3 layers of gabion baskets along the left outer bank.
Baskets in good condition.

Monitor for potential movement and
rusting of wire at water level.

Mon

na

Mon

na

6

GB3

AM / 2+100
/ LB

59

33 / 1 / 3

PP

TC1

AM / 2+100
/ LB

60

20 / 0.5 / 3

PP

Timber cribwalls upslope of the gabion baskets are effective but Monitor for potential failure due to rotting
getting old and starting to rot. Slope is 32 degrees.
timber.

DM5

AM / 2+115
/ LB

na

5/5/5

PP

A large amount of yard waste has been dumped over the top of
the ravine slope. Potential for slope instability.

Remove dumped material.

H

$1,500

EB21

AM / 2+115
/ LB

na

8 / na / 1

PP

Large cedar is about to fall into the channel due to bank erosion.

Monitor for extensive erosion when cedar
falls into the channel.

Mon

na

RR5

AM / 2+125
/ LB

61

12 / 1 / 0.5

PP

Rip rap placed on left bank has failed and much of the rock has
Monitor for potential erosion and slope
been mobilized and is in the middle of the channel. It appears
failure. End of the road is at the crest of
that the rock was simply dumped over the top of the bank at the
the slope.
end of 37A Ave.

Mon

na

EB22

AM / 2+130
/ LB

61

35 / na / 2

PP

History of bank erosion along this outer bend has resulted in a
number of trees and extensive debris being deposited in the
channel.

Monitor for further erosion and slope
failure. End of the road is at the crest of
the slope.

Mon

na

LJ10

AM / 2+145
/ BB

61

4 / 8 / 1.5

PP

Log jam has formed from extensive loss of material on left
eroding bank.

Remove log jam.

M

$1,000

Mon

na

Mon

na

Mon

na

H

$800

Mon

na

RR6

AM / 2+175
/ LB

62

12 / 1 / 0.5

PP

Rip rap placed on left bank has failed and much of the rock has
Monitor for potential erosion and slope
been mobilized and is in the middle of the channel. It appears
that the rock was simply dumped over the top of the bank at the failure. End of the road is at the crest of
the slope.
end of 37A Ave. River gravel and cobble appears to have been
placed as bank protection, but is far too small.

EB23

AM / 2+180
/ LB

na

9 / na / 2

PP

Bank erosion along this left bank is not currently an issue as the
flow has shifted to the right bank. Potential for erosion if the
channel shifts back to the left bank.

LJ11

AM / 2+195
/ RB

63

4 / 8 / 1.5

PP

Log jam formed at sharp bend in channel, adjacent to 30 degree Monitor for potential flow obstruction that
slope with lots of dumped yard waste at the crest of the slope. could lead to erosion and slope failure.

DM6

AM / 2+195
/ RB

63

4/4/3

PP

EB24

AM / 2+210
/ LB

64

22 / na / 3.5

PP
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Large amount of dumped yard waste at the top of the ravine
slope that is 30 degrees.

Monitor for potential erosion and slope
failure if the channel shifts.

Remove dumped material.

Long, high and vertical bank erosion along left bank, minimal
Monitor for further erosion and evidence
mature vegetation to hold bank together, large sediment source
of slope instability.
to creek.
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6

EB25

AM / 2+230
/ LB

65

4 / na / 1.5

PP

Bank erosion minimized by riparian vegetation.

Monitor for further erosion and evidence
of slope instability.

Mon

na

CS5

AM / 2+235
/ RB

66

22 / 9 / 1

PP

Floodplain area has been cleared of all vegetation, grass is well
established.

Revegetate area with trees and shrubs

M

$1,500

RR7

AM / 2+250
/ RB

66

26 / 1 / 1

PP

Rip rap placed sporadically on right bank appears to be
somewhat effective but minor erosion is still occurring.

Monitor for potential mobilization of rock
and channel erosion.

Mon

na

RR8

AM / 2+310
/ LB

67

30 / 1 / 1.5

PP

Riprap placed sporadically on left bank, appears somewhat
effective but much has been mobilized and is throughout
channel. Rock size is up to 1 m dia. and averages 0.3 m dia.

Monitor for potential mobilization of rock
and channel erosion.

Mon

na

EB26

AM / 2+320
/ LB

68

4.5 / na /
1.5

PP

Bank erosion at upstream end of riprap.

Monitor for further erosion and evidence
of slope instability.

Mon

na

RR9

AM / 2+320
/ RB

69

65 / 1 / 1.5

PP

Riprap placed sporadically on left bank appears to be somewhat
Monitor for potential mobilization of rock
effective but much has been mobilized and is throughout
and channel erosion.
channel. Rock size is up to 1 m in dia. and averages 0.3 m dia.

Mon

na

CS6

AM / 2+360
/ RB

70

25 / 7 / 1

PP

Floodplain area has been cleared of all vegetation, grass is well
Plant area with brush, shrubs and trees.
established.

M

$1,500

RR10

AM / 2+385
/ LB

71

30 / 1.5 /
2.5

PP

Rip rap placed on left bank and slope. The channel bed is also
armoured with riprap.

Monitor for potential mobilization of rock
and channel erosion.

Mon

na

SF9

AM / 2+385
/ LB

na

30 / na / 4

PP

Evidence of several old slope failures can be seen along the 30
m section of the left bank slope that is riprapped and identified Monitor for evidence of slope instability.
as RR10.

Mon

na

RR11

AM / 2+400
/ RB

72

45 / 3 / 3.5

PP

Rip rap placed on right bank and slope. The channel bed is also Monitor for potential mobilization of rock
armoured with riprap.
and channel erosion.

Mon

na

EB27

AM / 2+445
/ RB

73

27 / na / 3

PP

Right bank erosion along diverted channel between confluence
with old channel and protected bank with riprap and gabion
baskets. Bank is well vegetated.

Monitor for potential erosion and slope
failure.

Mon

na

EB28

AM / 2+445
/ LB

73

27 / na / 3

PP

Left bank erosion along diverted channel between confluence
with old channel and protected bank with riprap and gabion
baskets. Bank is well vegetated.

Monitor for potential erosion and slope
failure.

Mon

na

RR12

AM / 2+445
/ BB

73

27 / 4 / 1

PP

Rip rap placed on the bed of the diverted channel.

Monitor for potential mobilization of rock
and channel erosion.

Mon

na
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Location of
Size of POI
Point of
Photo
Land
POI (creek /
(length /
Interest
Number
Ownerchainage /
width /
1
3
5
(POI)
of POI
ship
bank)2
height)4

Site Description

Recommended Prescription

Replace failed gabion baskets as
Gabion baskets on right bank are three rows high. Baskets are
baskets could collapse and cause a
failing at upstream end. Basket rows have moved and are
slumping and basket wire on bottom row is rusted and rocks are channel blockage just downstream of the
36th Ave culvert.
falling out at 2+500 m.

Priority

Cost
7
Estimate

H

$50,000

6

GB4

AM / 2+480
/ RB

74

51 / 1 / 4

TP

RR13

AM / 2+480
/ RB

74

51 / 2 / 4

TP

Riprap on right bank at base of gabion baskets and on bed of
channel.

Monitor for potential erosion.

Mon

na

GB5

AM / 2+480
/ LB

75

60 / 1 / 4

TP

Gabion baskets on right bank are four rows high.

Monitor for potential movement and
rusting of wire at water level.

Mon

na

RR14

AM / 2+480
/ LB

75

60 / 2 / 4

TP

Riprap on left bank at base of gabion baskets and on bed of
channel.

Monitor for potential erosion.

Mon

na

CP4

AM / 2+512
/ RB

76

9 / 1 / 2.5

TP

Mon

na

CC4

AM / 2+527
/ BB

77

19 / 4 / 3

TP

Mon

na

Lock blocks between culvert and gabion baskets, three rows, in
Monitor for movement of lock block wall.
good condition.
Corrugated Metal Pipe (CMP) culvert 3 m high and 4 m wide
located under 36 Ave. In good condition, no debris in culvert,
seems sufficiently sized.

Monitor for accumulation of debris in the
culvert.

Cost estimate for Monitoring Program

$8,000

Cost estimate for all 10 low priority sites

$89,800

Cost estimate for all 17 moderate priority sites

$73,350

Cost estimate for all 14 high priority sites

$84,200

Total cost estimate for all 102 sites including Monitoring Program

$255,350

Cost estimate for all low priority sites (4) on Township property

$84,900

Cost estimate for all moderate priority sites (7) on Township property

$20,200

Cost estimate for all high priority sites (3) on Township property

$56,500

Total cost estimate for all sites on Township property including Monitoring Program

$169,600

Refer to Table 10 for notes regarding the footnotes in this table
Shaded POI rows indicate sites on Township property
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TABLE 10: Footnotes for Table 9
Column
Footnote
Term /
Reference from
Number
Abbreviation
Table 9
From Table 9
1

2

POI

Location

Term Description and Details

CC#

Creek Culvert (concrete or corrugated metal pipe (CMP); box or circular)

CF#

Chainlink Fence (or in one case, a chicken wire fence)

CP#

Concrete Protection (typically in the form of lock blocks or cast-in-place)

CS#

Cleared Site (of mature vegetation)

DM#

Dumped Material (large amounts of yard waste or other debris dumped on the
ravine slope)

EB#

Eroding Bank (along the creek)

GB#

Gabion Basket (typical)

LJ#

Log Jam (typically a mix of fallen trees and small and large woody debris, but
can just a fallen tree)

RR#

Riprap (bank protection, typically in the form of angular quarried rock but
sometimes rounded river rock)

SB#

Small Building (or structure or shed)

SF#

Slope Failure (or small landslide) on ravine slope

SS#

Slope Seepage (along any part of the ravine slope, typically at the toe)

TC#

Timber Cribwall (typical)

WB#

Wooden Bridge (old timber or log)

AM

Anderson Main (Anderson Creek Mainstem)

NB

North Branch (of Anderson Creek)

WB

West Branch (of Anderson Creek)

RB

Right Bank (looking downstream)

LB

Left Bank (looking downstream)

BB

Both Banks (left and right banks and or crosses creek)

The chainage for a POI is taken from the middle of its length. Chainage for
Anderson Main starts at the old collapsed vehicle bridge (WB1) and ends at the
Chainage (in
36th Ave. culvert (C4). Chainage for the North Branch starts at the confluence
metres)
with Anderson Main and ends near 201A St. Chainage for the West Branch
starts at the confluence with Anderson Main and ends south of 40th Ave.
3

Photo Number

Not all photos taken in the field are included in the report. Photos were taken of
all POI and general site conditions. POI that were not clearly visible in the
photos have not been included and identified as "na" in Table 9.

4

Size

Dimensions are approximate and in metres. Length refers to distance parallel to
the creek flow. Width refers to distance across the channel. Height refers to the
change in elevation of the site. Some dimensions are not applicable for certain
POI and identified as "na". For example, lengths are not reported for chainlink
fences and widths are not reported for eroding banks or slope failures.

5

Land
Ownership

6

7

Priority Rating

PP

Private Property (POI is located on land that is privately owned)

TP

Township Property (Land that is owned by the Township of Langley)

SP

School Property (Land identified as school District Property).

Mon

Refer to Table 11 for details.

L

Refer to Table 11 for details.

M

Refer to Table 11 for details.

H

Refer to Table 11 for details.

Cost Estimate
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TABLE 11 Priority Rating for Mitigation of POI

Priority Rating

Description

Monitor

Indicates that no mitigative measures are recommended at these sites. Includes two
categories of sites: 1. The POI is functioning well and not causing any immediate
problems but at some point in the future could be a potentially unstable site. 2. The
POI is an anthropogenic structure and is currently functioning well but for liability
purposes should be inspected periodically.

Low

The relative amount of disturbance or instability is low with minimal impact to
surrounding land. Prescriptions should be implemented only after all Moderate and
High priority mitigation has been carried out (e.g., greater than 10 years*). The current
state of disturbance or instability of the POI is minimal but the site has a potential for
future instability.

Moderate

Relative amount of disturbance or instability is moderate with a moderate impact to
surrounding land. Prescriptions should be implemented within 5 to 10 years* and only
after all High priority mitigation has been carried out and before any Low priority
mitigation is carried out.

High

Relative amount of disturbance or instability is High with direct and significant impact to
surrounding land. Prescriptions should be implemented as soon as possible (e.g.,
within 5 years*) and before Moderate and Low priority mitigation is carried out.

* The time references are general guideline for all POI sites and are based on conditions at the time of the site visit
and are not site specific. Time lines could change after a large flood or changes to land use.
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TABLE 12: Summary of All Low Priority Points of Interest
Location of
Size of POI
Point of
Photo
Land
POI (creek /
(length /
Interest
Number
Ownerchainage /
width /
1
3
5
(POI)
of POI
ship
bank)2
height)4

Site Description

Recommended Prescription

Chainlink fence crossing floodplain. Fence stops at creek banks Dismantle and haul away portion of fence
but portion on floodplain is potential site for trapping debris.
on floodplain.

Priority

Cost
7
Estimate

L

$500

L

$1,500

6

CF1

AM / 0+193
/ BB

2

na / 25 / 1.5

PP

SB1

NB / 0+420
/ RB

11

4/2/2

PP

CF4

NB / 0+425
/ BB

12

na / 25 / 1.5

P/T

Chainlink fence crossing floodplain and creek, potential flow
Dismantle and haul away portion of fence
obstruction, potential debris catcher. Potential is minor because
in creek and on floodplain.
peak flows are low due to small basin area.

L

$1,200

CF5

NB / 0+520
/ BB

16

na / 10 / 1.5

PP

Chicken wire fence crossing floodplain and creek. Potential fish
Dismantle and haul away portion of fence
barrier, flow obstruction, and debris catcher. Potential is minor
in creek and on floodplain.
because peak flows are low due to small basin area.

L

$200

CF6

NB / 0+550
/ BB

17

na / 20 / 1.5

PP

Chainlink fence crossing floodplain and creek. Potential flow
obstruction, potential debris catcher. Potential is minor because Dismantle and haul away portion of fence
peak flows are low due to small basin area. Left bank slope is 28
in creek and on floodplain.
degrees and right bank slope is 25 degrees.

L

$700

SB2

WB / 0+290
/ LB

na

2.5 / 2 / 2

PP

Old timber shed with well, activity status unknown.

Remove shed if it is not serving a
purpose.

L

$800

EB10

AM / 1+325
/ RB

36

35 / na / 1.5

TP

Long vertical eroding bank on outer bend of creek at the toe of
the ravine slope that is 30 degrees. Sediment source to creek.

Stabilize with bank protection.

L

$52,500

EB12

AM / 1+545
/ RB

40

10 / na / 2

SD

Vertical eroding bank at toe of 35 degree ravine slope, potential
for slope failure if erosion continues.

Stabilize with bank protection.

L

$15,000

EB14

AM / 1+590
/ RB

42

11 / na / 2.5

TP

Vertical eroding bank, potential for slope failure if erosion
continues.

Stabilize with bank protection.

L

$16,500

CP3

AM / 1+900
/ RB

51

4/4/1

PP

Cast in place concrete channel wing deflectors protruding into
the channel 2 m.

These structures should be removed.

L

$900

Concrete shed, purpose unknown.

Remove shed if it is not serving a
purpose.

Cost estimate for all 10 low priority sites

$89,800

Cost estimate for all low priority sites (4) on Township property

$84,900

Refer to Table 10 for notes regarding the footnotes in this table
Shaded POI rows indicate sites on Township property
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TABLE 13: Summary of All Moderate Priority Points of Interest
Location of
Size of POI
Point of
Photo
Land
POI (creek /
(length /
Interest
Number
Ownerchainage /
width /
1
3
5
(POI)
of POI
ship
bank)2
height)4

Site Description

Recommended Prescription

Priority

Cost
7
Estimate

Chainlink fence crossing floodplain and creek, potential fish
barrier and flow obstruction, potential debris catcher.

Dismantle and haul away portion of fence
in creek and on floodplain.

M

$650

Chainlink fence crossing floodplain and creek, potential fish
barrier and flow obstruction, potential debris catcher.

Dismantle and haul away portion of fence
in creek and on floodplain.

M

$700

6

CF2

AM / 0+335
/ BB

3

na / 25 / 1.5

CF3

AM / 0+480
/ BB

5

na / 25 / 1.5 PP / TP

LJ4

AM / 0+830
/ BB

21

6 / 11 / 1.5

PP

Large log jam adjacent to SF1, potential for channel erosion and
Remove log jam adjacent to slope failure.
flow obstruction, homes located at top of ravine slope.

M

$1,000

LJ5

AM / 0+860
/ BB

21

5 / 7 / 1.5

PP

Large log jam adjacent to SF1, potential for channel erosion and
Remove log jam adjacent to slope failure.
flow obstruction, homes located at top of ravine slope.

M

$1,000

CC2

WB / 0+322
/ BB

26

5 / 0.7 / 0.7

PP

M

$3,000

LJ6

AM / 1+005
/ BB

28

5 / 7 / 1.5

TP

M

$1,000

EB7

AM / 1+025
/ LB

30

7 / na / 2

TP

Channel erosion just upstream of slope failure (SF2) at toe of
ravine slope (38 degrees), reported loss of land at crest by
homeowner.

M

$10,500

LJ7

AM / 1+045
/ BB

31

5/9/2

TP

Large log jam near SF3, potential for channel erosion and flow
Remove log jam adjacent to steep slope
obstruction. The left bank and valley slope adjacent to the jam
and near slope failure.
are near vertical for 2-3 m in height above the creek.

M

$1,000

M

$4,000

PP

Concrete culvert (diameter 700 mm) under old road crossing
creek and traversing ravine slopes. Right bank slope is 27
degrees.

Master Drainage Plan recommended
replacement. Culvert could also just be
removed.

Large log jam adjacent to SF2, potential for channel erosion and
Remove log jam adjacent to slope failure.
flow obstruction, homes located at top of ravine slope.
Stabilize with bank protection.

SF3

AM / 1+130
/ LB

32

12 / 3 / 14

TP

Old slope failure on left bank as witnessed by lack of trees on
slope. Sediment and debris have entered the creek. Toe of
slope has eroded and additional failure has occurred.

Revegetate slope with trees and shrubs.
Monitor for evidence of further slope
instability or additional toe erosion.
Property owners should adopt BMP.
Stabilization works may be necessary if
problem persists.

RR1

AM / 1+730
/ LB

45

40 / 2 / 2

TP

Riprapped left bank and channel bed. Protection has failed at
1+735.

Repair failed riprap section at 1+735 m.

M

$3,000

CS3

AM / 1+900
/ RB

51

30 / 10 / 1

PP

Floodplain area has been cleared of all vegetation, grass is well
Revegetate area with trees and shrubs.
established.

M

$1,500

EB17

AM / 1+955
/ LB

54

5 / na / 1

PP

M

$7,500
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Minor bank erosion but potential for causing slope failure as
erosion is at the toe of a 34 degree slope with homes at the
crest with minimal setback.
1 of 2

Stabilize with bank protection.

TABLE 13: Summary of All Moderate Priority Points of Interest
Location of
Size of POI
Point of
Photo
Land
POI (creek /
(length /
Interest
Number
Ownerchainage /
width /
1
3
5
(POI)
of POI
ship
bank)2
height)4

Site Description

Recommended Prescription

Priority

Cost
7
Estimate

6

EB19

AM / 1+975
/ RB

56, 57

15 / na / 5

PP

Vertical eroding bank on the outside bend of the channel.
Portion of property has been lost due to toe erosion and
undercutting.

Stabilize with bank protection.

M

$22,500

EB20

AM / 2+030
/ LB

58

8 / na / 1

PP

Minor bank erosion into terrace, potential for slope failure if
erosion continues, home at the top of the 28 degree slope with
minimal setback.

Stabilize with bank protection.

M

$12,000

LJ10

AM / 2+145
/ BB

61

4 / 8 / 1.5

PP

Log jam has formed from extensive loss of material on left
eroding bank.

Remove log jam.

M

$1,000

CS5

AM / 2+235
/ RB

66

22 / 9 / 1

PP

Floodplain area has been cleared of all vegetation, grass is well
established.

Revegetate area with trees and shrubs

M

$1,500

CS6

AM / 2+360
/ RB

70

25 / 7 / 1

PP

Floodplain area has been cleared of all vegetation, grass is well
Plant area with brush, shrubs and trees.
established.

M

$1,500

Cost estimate for all 17 moderate priority sites

$73,350

Cost estimate for all moderate priority sites (7) on Township property

$20,200

Refer to Table 10 for notes regarding the footnotes in this table
Shaded POI rows indicate sites on Township property
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TABLE 14: Summary of All High Priority Points of Interest
Location of
Size of POI
Point of
Photo
Land
POI (creek /
(length /
Interest
Number
Ownerchainage /
width /
1
3
5
(POI)
of POI
ship
bank)2
height)4

Site Description

Recommended Prescription

Priority

Cost
7
Estimate

Dismantle collapsed bridge in channel
and on floodplain, haul away material.

H

$10,000

H

$900

6

WB1

AM / 0+000
/ BB

1

20 / 3 / 4

PP

Old collapsed vehicle bridge has created partial jam in channel.
Potential high flow obstruction. Safety hazard to individuals.

WB2

AM / 0+333
/ BB

3

4 / 2 / 0.5

PP

Dismantle and haul away old bridge or
Old rotting log bridge, minimal flow conveyance, potential high
replace with new bridge with greater flow
flow obstruction.
conveyance.

CC1

NB / 0+480
/ BB

14, 15

40 / 1.5 /
1.5

TP

Concrete culvert (diameter 1.5 m) under 200th Street, inlet
partially infilled with sediment.

Clean sediment out of upstream end of
culvert, create sediment trap at inlet.

H

$2,500

CS1

NB / 0+732
/ RB

18

20 / 20 / 5

PP

The ravine slope has been cleared of most of its mature
vegetation, potential for slope instability.

Revegetate slope with trees and shrubs.

H

$2,000

DM1

NB / 0+732
/ RB

18

5/5/3

PP

Large amounts of material (yard waste) has been deposited on
top of cleared ravine slope, potential for slope instability. Left
bank slope is 24 degrees and right bank slope is 23 degrees.

Remove dumped material.

H

$1,000

Monitor for evidence of further slope
instability or additional toe erosion.
Slope failure behind school yard. Failure face is sand and
Property owners should adopt BMP.
gravel; scarp ranges from 38 degrees to vertical. Site of several
Stabilization works may be necessary if
failures. Large sediment source to creek. School yard fence is
problem persists. The school yard fence
near the crest of the slope.
should be moved back by an additional
10 m from the crest of the slope.

H

$5,000

SF5

AM / 1+465
/ LB

37

25 / 3 / 9

SD

CS2

AM / 1+840
/ LB

49

20 / 20 / 4

PP

The ravine slope has been cleared of most of its vegetation,
potential for slope instability.

Revegetate slope with trees and shrubs.

H

$2,000

DM2

AM / 1+840
/ LB

49

5/5/3

PP

Large amount of material (yard waste and household waste) has
been deposited on the top of the cleared ravine slope, potential
for slope instability.

Remove dumped material.

H

$1,500

DM3

AM / 1+860
/ LB

na

5/5/3

PP

Large amount of material (yard waste and household waste) has
been deposited on the top of the ravine slope, potential for slope
instability.

Remove dumped material.

H

$1,500

DM4

AM / 1+900
/ LB

52

20 / 15 / 5

PP

A large protrusion into the ravine appears to be a result of end
dumping earthfill over the top of the bank. Shallow excavation
revealed garbage underneath the ground cover.

Monitor for signs of instability. Detailed
site investigation to determine nature of
material.

H

$1,500
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TABLE 14: Summary of All High Priority Points of Interest
Location of
Size of POI
Point of
Photo
Land
POI (creek /
(length /
Interest
Number
Ownerchainage /
width /
1
3
5
(POI)
of POI
ship
bank)2
height)4

Site Description

Recommended Prescription

Priority

Cost
7
Estimate

6

CS4

AM / 1+900
/ LB

52

20 / 15 / 5

PP

Large dumped material site lacks any mature vegetation.

Remove dumped material (if required see DM4) and revegetate area with trees
and shrubs.

H

$4,000

DM5

AM / 2+115
/ LB

na

5/5/5

PP

A large amount of yard waste has been dumped over the top of
the ravine slope. Potential for slope instability.

Remove dumped material.

H

$1,500

DM6

AM / 2+195
/ RB

63

4/4/3

PP

Large amount of dumped yard waste at the top of the ravine
slope that is 30 degrees.

Remove dumped material.

H

$800

GB4

AM / 2+480
/ RB

H

$50,000

74

51 / 1 / 4

TP

Replace failed gabion baskets as
Gabion baskets on right bank are three rows high. Baskets are
baskets could collapse and cause a
failing at upstream end. Basket rows have moved and are
slumping and basket wire on bottom row is rusted and rocks are channel blockage just downstream of the
36th Ave culvert.
falling out at 2+500 m.

Cost estimate for all 14 high priority sites

$84,200

Cost estimate for all high priority sites (3) on Township property

$56,500

Refer to Table 10 for notes regarding the footnotes in this table
Shaded POI rows indicate sites on Township property
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PHOTOS

Anderson Creek Terrain Stability and
Channel Morphology Assessments

September 2006

LIST OF PHOTOS
PHOTO 1

Looking north (across) Anderson Main at 0+000 m at the old collapsed vehicle bridge,
which is creating a partial channel jam (WB1). The high vertical sandy eroding bank
(EB1) at 0+010 m can be seen just upstream. Note the channel debris accumulating
upstream of WB1.

PHOTO 2

Looking southwest (downstream) across Anderson Main at 0+200 m at long eroding
sandy creek bank (EB2). The partially collapsed chainlink fence (CF1) is located at the
downstream end of EB2 at 0+193 m.

PHOTO 3

Looking southeast (across) Anderson Main at 0+333 m at old rotting log bridge (WB2)
and chainlink fence crossing the creek (CF2).

PHOTO 4

Looking east (upstream) on Anderson Main at 0+370 m at a log crossing the creek that
represents a potential log jam (LJ1).

PHOTO 5

Looking south (upstream) on Anderson Main at 0+480 m at a chainlink fence crossing
the creek (CF3). The fence is marked with flagging tape.

PHOTO 6

Looking south (upstream) on Anderson Main at 0+510 m at a logjam crossing the creek
(LJ2).

PHOTO 7

Looking south (upstream) on Anderson Main at 0+730 m at logjam crossing the creek
(LJ3).

PHOTO 8

Looking east (upstream) on the North Branch at 0+045 m at an eroding bank (EB3).

PHOTO 9

Looking north (across) the North Branch at 0+130 m at an eroding bank (EB4).

PHOTO 10

Looking north (across) the North Branch at 0+260 m at an eroding bank (EB5).

PHOTO 11

Looking north (across) the North Branch at 0+420 m at a concrete shed (SB1). The
purpose of the building is unknown.

PHOTO 12

Looking east (upstream) on the North Branch at 0+425 m at a chainlink fence (CF4).

PHOTO 13

Looking south (across) the North Branch at gabion baskets from 0+440 to 0+460 m
(GB1).
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PHOTO 14

Looking east (upstream) on the North Branch at 0+460 m at the outlet of the concrete
culvert under 200th Street (CC1).

PHOTO 15

Looking west (downstream) on the North Branch at 0+480 m at the partially infilled inlet
of the concrete culvert under 200th Street (CC1).

PHOTO 16

Looking east (upstream) on the North Branch at 0+520 m at the chicken wire fence
crossing the creek (CF5).

PHOTO 17

Looking southeast (upstream) on the North Branch at 0+550 m at the chainlink fence
crossing the creek (CF6).

PHOTO 18

Looking north (upslope) on the North Branch at 0+732 m at a cleared slope where large
amounts of yard waste have been deposited (CS1 and DM1).

PHOTO 19

Close-up of sandy soil at eroding bank on Anderson Main at 0+820 (EB6) caused by
uprooted large cedar that fell across the creek.

PHOTO 20

Looking west (across) on Anderson Main at 0+820 m at the large cedar that was
undermined by bank erosion at EB6. A logjam (LJ4) is also shown in the photo.

PHOTO 21

Looking south (upstream) on Anderson Main at the slope failure (SF1) on the left ravine
slope that appears to have caused a large log jam (LJ4) on the downstream side of SF1
and another log jam (LJ5) on the upstream side.

PHOTO 22

Looking southwest (upslope) on Anderson Main at the slope failure (SF1) with LJ5 in the
bottom of the photo.

PHOTO 23

Looking south (upstream) on the West Branch at 0+005 m just upstream from the
confluence with Anderson Main.

PHOTO 24

Looking north (downvalley) on the West Branch at 0+170 m along the left bank at
seepage at the toe of the slope (SS3).

PHOTO 25

Looking west (upslope) on the West Branch at 0+200 m along the left slope at seepage
near the toe (SS4).
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PHOTO 26

Looking west (upstream) on the West Branch at the outlet of the concrete culvert at
0+322 m (CC2).

PHOTO 27

Looking south (upstream) on the West Branch at 0+735 m at the confluence of the two
small headwater drainages.

PHOTO 28

Looking southwest (upstream) on Anderson Main from near the confluence with the
West Branch at the large log jam in the background at 1+005 (LJ6) that appears to be a
result of the slope failure on the adjacent left bank (SF2).

PHOTO 29

Looking south (upslope) on Anderson Main at the large slope failure at 1+010 m (SF2)
with the large logjam at the base of the slope (LJ6).

PHOTO 30

Looking northwest (downstream) on Anderson Main at the eroding bank at 1+025 m
(EB7) with LJ6 in the background.

PHOTO 31

Looking southwest (upstream) on Anderson Main at 1+045 m a large logjam (LJ7). The
left bank and valley slope adjacent to the jam are near vertical for 2 to 3 m in height
above the creek.

PHOTO 32

Looking south (upslope) on Anderson Main at 1+130 m at a large slope failure (SF3).
The most recent failure has occurred along the toe of the slope.

PHOTO 33

Looking east (across) on Anderson Main at 1+217 m at a vertical and actively eroding
bank consisting of sand and pebbles (EB8). The presence of pebbles at this site is unlike
the other banks and slopes that are mostly sand.

PHOTO 34

Looking north (upslope) on Anderson Main at 1+240 m at a small scarp near the base of
the ravine slope at the creek (SF4).

PHOTO 35

Looking south (upstream) on Anderson Main at 1+260 m at a logjam (LJ8).

PHOTO 36

Looking south (upstream) on Anderson Main at 1+325 m at a long vertical eroding bank
(EB10) on an outer bend of creek at the toe of the ravine slope that is 30 degrees.

PHOTO 37

Looking southwest (across) on Anderson Main at 1+465 m at a very large slope failure
adjacent to the schoolyard (SF5).
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PHOTO 38

Looking southwest (upstream) on Anderson Main at 1+490 m at eroding bank in the
foreground of the photo (EB11).

PHOTO 39

Looking southwest (downstream) on Anderson Main at 1+520 m at head scarp at the base
of the ravine slope at the creek (SF6).

PHOTO 40

Looking northwest (downstream) on Anderson Main at 1+545 m at eroding bank at the toe
of ravine slope that is 35 degrees (EB12).

PHOTO 41

Looking southwest (across) on Anderson Main at 1+575 m at eroding left bank on a
small terrace on the floodplain (EB13).

PHOTO 42

Looking northeast (across) on Anderson Main at 1+590 m at eroding right bank with a
small slope failure (EB14).

PHOTO 43

Looking southwest (upslope) on Anderson Main at 1+700 m at a slope failure partway up
the 20 m high ravine slope (SF7).

PHOTO 44

Looking southeast (upstream) on Anderson Main at 1+735 m at failed section of riprap
causing bank erosion (EB15).

PHOTO 45

Looking northwest (downstream) on Anderson Main from 1+750 m at riprapped left
(RR1) and right (RR2) banks from 1+710 m to the culvert outlet at 1+750 m. Note the
failed riprap on the right bank causing erosion (EB15).

PHOTO 46

Looking southeast (upstream) on Anderson Main at the outlet of the twin culverts at
1+750 m (CC3).

PHOTO 47

Looking east (upslope) on Anderson Main at 1+755 m on top of the twin culverts (CC3)
showing the daylighting portholes and the silt fencing.

PHOTO 48

Looking downstream on Anderson Main at CC3 at 1+810 m. Right bank erosion (EB16)
upstream of concrete ledge, concrete retaining walls upstream of culvert on right bank
(CP1) and left bank (CP2), gabion baskets (GB2) upslope of CP2 and riprap (RR3)
upstream of CP2.

PHOTO 49

Looking south (upslope) on Anderson Main at 1+840 m at a cleared slope (CS2). A large
amount of yard and household waste has been dumped on the ravine slope at this site
(DM2).
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PHOTO 50

Looking west (downstream) on Anderson Main at a logjam at 1+840 m (LJ9).

PHOTO 51

Looking southeast (upstream) on Anderson Main at 1+900 m at a cleared right bank
floodplain area (CS3). There are two cast-in-place concrete wing deflectors on the right
bank (CP3).

PHOTO 52

Looking south (upslope) on Anderson Main at 1+900 m at a large cleared area (CS4) and
a large area of dumped material (DM4).

PHOTO 53

Looking southwest (across) on Anderson Main at 1+950 m at riprap left bank protection
by homeowner in the form of blocks (RR4). Slope above riprap is 35 degrees and there
are homes at the top of the slope with minimal setback.

PHOTO 54

Looking southwest (across) on Anderson Main at 1+955 m at eroding left bank (EB17).
Bank erosion is minor but there is a potential for slope failure as erosion is at the toe of a
34-degree slope with homes at the crest with minimal setback.

PHOTO 55

Looking northeast (across) on Anderson Main at 1+955 m at eroding right bank into the
floodplain terrace (EB18).

PHOTO 56

Looking southeast (upstream) on Anderson Main at 1+975 m at a large eroding bank
(EB19) and a large slope failure (SF8) on the outside bend of the channel.

PHOTO 57

Looking northwest (downstream) on Anderson Main at 1+975 m at a large eroding bank
(EB19) and a large slope failure (SF8) on the outside bend of the channel.

PHOTO 58

Looking west (across) on Anderson Main at 2+030 m at minor bank erosion into the
terrace (EB20). There is potential for slope failure if erosion continues and there are
homes at the top of the 28-degree slope with minimal setback.

PHOTO 59

Looking southeast (upstream) on Anderson Main at 2+100 m at the downstream end of
the 33 m length of gabion baskets (GB3).

PHOTO 60

Looking southwest (upslope) on Anderson Main at 2+100 m at the left ravine slope at the
timber cribwalls (TC1) located upslope of the gabion baskets (GB3).
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PHOTO 61

Looking southeast (upstream) on Anderson Main at 2+125 m at riprap that was poorly
placed and has failed (RR5). The left bank at this location has a history of erosion at
2+130 (EB22) and a logjam has also formed at 2+145 (LJ10).

PHOTO 62

Looking northwest (downstream) on Anderson Main at 2+175 m at riprap that was poorly
placed and has failed (RR6).

PHOTO 63

Looking northwest (downstream) on Anderson Main at 2+195 m at a log jam on the right
bank (LJ11) adjacent to a 30 degree slope with large amounts of yard waste on the crest
(DM6).

PHOTO 64

Looking southwest (across) on Anderson Main at 2+210 m at a long, high and vertically
eroding bank along the left bank (EB24).

PHOTO 65

Looking southwest (across) on Anderson Main at 2+230 m at bank erosion (EB25).

PHOTO 66

Looking northwest (downstream) on Anderson Main from 2+250 m at cleared area (CS5)
and intermittent riprap (RR7).

PHOTO 67

Looking southeast (upstream) on Anderson Main at riprap at 2+310 m (RR8).

PHOTO 68

Looking south (across) Anderson Main at 2+320 m at an eroding bank (EB26) at the
upstream end of the riprapped left bank (RR8).

PHOTO 69

Looking southeast (upstream) on Anderson Main at 2+355 m at the riprap on the right
bank (RR9).

PHOTO 70

Looking southeast (upstream) on Anderson Main at the cleared floodplain area on the
right bank (CS6) at 2+360 m.

PHOTO 71

Looking southeast (upstream) on Anderson Main at the riprap along the bank and slope
of the left bank at 2+385 m (RR10).

PHOTO 72

Looking northeast (across) on Anderson Main at the riprap along the bank and slope of
the right bank at 2+400 m (RR11).

PHOTO 73

Looking south (upstream) on Anderson Main from 2+425 m at the diverted channel.
Both the excavated right (EB27) and left banks (EB28) are near vertical and eroding but
well vegetated. Note the armoured bed throughout this section (RR12).
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PHOTO 74

Looking east (across) on Anderson Main at 2+500 m at the gabion baskets (GB4) and
riprapped bed and banks (RR13). Note the failing gabion baskets. The baskets are
slumping and have deformed from their original alignment. Also, much of the rock in the
lower row has been mobilized as the wire has rusted.

PHOTO 75

Looking south (upstream) on Anderson Main at 2+470 m at gabion baskets (GB5) and
riprapped bed and banks (RR14) on the left bank of the diverted channel.

PHOTO 76

Looking south (upstream) on Anderson Main at 2+512 m at a section of lock blocks
(CP4) on the right bank between the gabion baskets (GB4) and the culvert (CC4).

PHOTO 77

Looking south (upstream) on Anderson Main at the outlet of the culvert under 36th Ave.
at 2+517 m. Note the gabion baskets on the left bank (GB5) extend up to the culvert.
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Photo 1
Looking north (across) Anderson Main at 0+000 m at the old collapsed vehicle bridge, which is creating a partial
channel jam (WB1). The high vertical sandy eroding bank (EB1) at 0+010 m can be seen just upstream. Note the
channel debris accumulating upstream of WB1.

Photo 2
Looking southwest (downstream) across Anderson Main at 0+200 m at long eroding sandy creek bank (EB2). The
partially collapsed chainlink fence (CF1) is located at the downstream end of EB2 at 0+193 m.
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Photo 3
Looking southeast (across) Anderson Main at 0+333 m at old rotting log bridge (WB2) and chainlink fence crossing the
creek (CF2).

Photo 4
Looking east (upstream) on Anderson Main at 0+370 m at a log crossing the creek that represents a potential log jam
(LJ1).
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Photo 5
Looking south (upstream) on Anderson Main at 0+480 m at a chainlink fence crossing the creek (CF3). The fence is
marked with flagging tape.

Photo 6
Looking south (upstream) on Anderson Main at 0+510 m at a log jam crossing the creek (LJ2).
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Photo 7
Looking south (upstream) on Anderson Main at 0+730 m at log jam crossing the creek (LJ3).

Photo 8
Looking east (upstream) on the North Branch at 0+045 m at an eroding bank (EB3).
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Photo 9
Looking north (across) the North Branch at 0+130 m at an eroding bank (EB4).

Photo 10
Looking north (across) the North Branch at 0+260 m at an eroding bank (EB5).
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Photo 11
Looking north (across) the North Branch at 0+420 m at a concrete shed (SB1). The purpose of the building is
unknown.

Photo 12
Looking east (upstream) on the North Branch at 0+425 m at a chainlink fence (CF4).
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Photo 13
Looking south (across) the North Branch at gabion baskets from 0+440 to 0+460 m (GB1).

Photo 14
Looking east (upstream) on the North Branch at 0+460 m at the outlet of the concrete culvert under 200th Street (CC1).
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Photo 15
Looking west (downstream) on the North Branch at 0+480 m at the partially infilled inlet of the concrete culvert under
200th Street (CC1).

Photo 16
Looking east (upstream) on the North Branch at 0+520 m at the chicken wire fence crossing the creek (CF5).
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Photo 17
Looking southeast (upstream) on the North Branch at 0+550 m at the chainlink fence crossing the creek (CF6).

Photo 18
Looking north (upslope) on the North Branch at 0+732 m at a cleared slope where large amounts of yard waste have
been deposited (CS1 and DM1).
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Photo 19
Close-up of sandy soil at eroding bank on Anderson Main at 0+820 (EB6) caused by uprooted large cedar that fell
across the creek.

Photo 20
Looking west (across) on Anderson Main at 0+820 m at the large cedar that was undermined by bank erosion at EB6.
A log jam (LJ4) is also shown in the photo.
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Photo 21
Looking south (upstream) on Anderson Main at the slope failure (SF1) on the left ravine slope that appears to have
caused a large log jam (LJ4) on the downstream side of SF1 and another log jam (LJ5) on the upstream side.

Photo 22
Looking southwest (upslope) on Anderson Main at the slope failure (SF1) with LJ5 in the bottom of the photo.
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Photo 23
Looking south (upstream) on the West Branch at 0+005 m just upstream from the confluence with Anderson Main.

Photo 24
Looking north (downvalley) on the West Branch at 0+170 m along the left bank at seepage at the toe of the slope
(SS3).
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Photo 25
Looking west (upslope) on the West Branch at 0+200 m along the left slope at seepage near the toe (SS4).

Photo 26
Looking west (upstream) on the West Branch at the outlet of the concrete culvert at 0+322 m (CC2).
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Photo 27
Looking south (upstream) on the West Branch at 0+735 m at the confluence of the two small headwater drainages.

Photo 28
Looking southwest (upstream) on Anderson Main from near the confluence with the West Branch at the large log jam in
the background at 1+005 (LJ6) that appears to be a result of the slope failure on the adjacent left bank (SF2).
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Photo 29
Looking south (upslope) on Anderson Main at the slope failure at 1+010 m (SF2) with the large log jam at the base of
the slope (LJ6).

Photo 30
Looking northwest (downstream) on Anderson Main at the eroding bank at 1+025 m (EB7) with LJ6 in the background.
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Photo 31
Looking southwest (upstream) on Anderson Main at 1+045 m at a large log jam (LJ7). The left bank and valley slope
adjacent to the jam are near vertical for 2 to 3 m in height above the creek.

Photo 32
Looking south (upslope) on Anderson Main at 1+132 m at slope failure (SF3). The most recent failure has occurred
along the toe of the slope.
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Photo 33
Looking east (across) on Anderson Main at 1+217 m at a vertical and actively eroding bank consisting of sand and
pebbles (EB8). The presence of pebbles at this site is unlike the other banks and slopes that are mostly sand.

Photo 34
Looking north (upslope) on Anderson Main at 1+240 m at a small scarp near the base of the ravine slope at the creek
(SF4).
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Photo 35
Looking south (upstream) on Anderson Main at 1+260 m at a log jam (LJ8).

Photo 36
Looking south (upstream) on Anderson Main at 1+325 m at a long vertical eroding bank (EB10) on an outer bend of
creek at the toe of the ravine slope that is 30 degrees.
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Photo 37
Looking southwest (across) on Anderson Main at 1+465 m at a slope failure adjacent to the schoolyard (SF5).

Photo 38
Looking southwest (upstream) on Anderson Main at 1+490 m at an eroding bank in the foreground of the photo (EB11).
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Photo 39
Looking southwest (downstream) on Anderson Main at 1+520 m at a head scarp at the base of the ravine slope at the
creek (SF6).

Photo 40
Looking northwest (downstream) on Anderson Main at 1+545 m at an eroding bank at the toe of the ravine slope that is
35 degrees (EB12).
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Photo 41
Looking southwest (across) on Anderson Main at 1+575 m at an eroding left bank on a small terrace on the floodplain
(EB13).

Photo 42
Looking northeast (across) on Anderson Main at 1+590 m at an eroding right bank with a small slope failure (EB14).
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Photo 43
Looking southwest (upslope) on Anderson Main at 1+700 m at a slope failure partway up the 20 m high ravine slope
(SF7).

Photo 44
Looking southeast (upstream) on Anderson Main at 1+735 m at a failed section of riprap causing bank erosion (EB15).
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Photo 45
Looking northwest (downstream) on Anderson Main from 1+750 m at riprapped left (RR1) and right (RR2) banks from
1+710 m to the culvert outlet at 1+750 m. Note the failed riprap on the right bank causing erosion (EB15).

Photo 46
Looking southeast (upstream) on Anderson Main at the outlet of the twin culverts at 1+750 m (CC3).
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Photo 47
Looking east (upslope) on Anderson Main at 1+755 m on top of the twin culverts (CC3) showing the daylighting
portholes and the silt fencing.

Photo 48
Looking downstream on Anderson Main at CC3 at 1+180 m. Right bank erosion (EB16) upstream of concrete ledge,
concrete retaining walls upstream of culvert on right bank (CP1) and left bank (CP2), gabion baskets (GB2) upslope of
CP2 and rip rap (RR3) upstream of CP2.
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Photo 49
Looking south (upslope) on Anderson Main at 1+840 m at a cleared slope (CS2). A large amount of yard and
household waste has been dumped on the ravine slope at this site (DM2).

Photo 50
Looking west (downstream) on Anderson Main at a log jam at 1+840 m (LJ9).
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Photo 51
Looking southeast (upstream) on Anderson Main at 1+900 m at a cleared right bank floodplain area (CS3). There are
two cast-in-place concrete wing deflectors on the right bank (CP3).

Photo 52
Looking south (upslope) on Anderson Main at 1+900 m at a cleared area (CS4) and an area of dumped material
(DM4).
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Photo 53
Looking southwest (across) on Anderson Main at 1+950 m at riprap left bank protection by homeowner in the form of
blocks (RR4). Slope above riprap is 35 degrees and there are home at the top of the slope with minimal setback.

Photo 54
Looking southwest (across) on Anderson Main at 1+955 m at eroding left bank (EB17). Bank erosion is minor but there
is a potential for slope failure as erosion is at the toe of a 34-degree slope with homes at the crest with minimal
setback.
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Photo 55
Looking northeast (across) on Anderson Main at 1+955 m at eroding right bank into the floodplain terrace (EB18).

Photo 56
Looking southeast (upstream) on Anderson Main at 1+975 m at an eroding bank (EB19) and a slope failure (SF8) on
the outside bend of the channel.
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Photo 57
Looking northwest (downstream) on Anderson Main at 1+975 m at an eroding bank (EB19) and a slope failure (SF8)
on the outside bend of the channel.

Photo 58
Looking west (across) on Anderson Main at 2+030 m at minor bank erosion into the terrace (EB20). There is potential
for slope failure if erosion continues and there are homes at the top of the 28-degree slope with minimal setback.
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Photo 59
Looking southeast (upstream) on Anderson Main at 2+100 m at the downstream end of the 33 m length of gabion
baskets (GB3).

Photo 60
Looking southwest (upslope) on Anderson Main at 2+100 m at the left ravine slope at the timber cribwalls (TC1)
located upslope of the gabion baskets (GB3).
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Photo 61
Looking southeast (upstream) on Anderson Main at 2+125 m at riprap that was poorly placed and has failed (RR5).
The left bank at this location has a history of erosion at 2+130 (EB22) and a log jam has also formed at 2+145 (LJ10).

Photo 62
Looking northwest (downstream) on Anderson Main at 2+175 m at riprap that was poorly placed and has failed (RR6).
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Photo 63
Looking northwest (downstream) on Anderson Main at 2+195 m at a log jam on the right bank (LJ11) adjacent to a 30
degree slope with large amounts of yard waste on the crest (DM6).

Photo 64
Looking southwest (across) on Anderson Main at 2+210 m at a long, high and vertically eroding bank along the left
bank (EB24).
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Photo 65
Looking southwest (across) on Anderson Main at 2+230 m at bank erosion (EB25).

Photo 66
Looking northwest (downstream) on Anderson Main from 2+250 m at cleared area (CS5) and intermittent riprap (RR7).
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Photo 67
Looking southeast (upstream) on Anderson Main at riprap at 2+310 m (RR8).

Photo 68
Looking south (across) Anderson Main at 2+320 m at an eroding bank (EB26) at the upstream end of the riprapped left
bank (RR8).
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Photo 69
Looking southeast (upstream) on Anderson Main at 2+355 m at the riprap on the right bank (RR9).

Photo 70
Looking southeast (upstream) on Anderson Main at the cleared floodplain area on the right bank (CS6) at 2+360 m.
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Photo 71
Looking southeast (upstream) on Anderson Main at the riprap along the bank and slope of the left bank at 2+385 m
(RR10).

Photo 72
Looking northeast (across) on Anderson Main at the riprap along the bank and slope of the right bank at 2+400 m
(RR11).
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Photo 73
Looking south (upstream) on Anderson Main from 2+425 m at the diverted channel. Both the excavated right (EB27)
and left banks (EB28) are near vertical and eroding but well vegetated. Note the armoured bed throughout this section
(RR12).

Photo 74
Looking east (across) on Anderson Main at 2+500 m at the gabion baskets (GB4) and riprapped bed and banks
(RR13). Note the failing gabion baskets. The baskets are slumping and have deformed from their original alignment.
Also, much of the rock in the lower row has been mobilized as the wire has rusted.
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Photo 75
Looking south (upstream) on Anderson Main at 2+470 m at gabion baskets (GB5) and riprapped bed and banks
(RR14) on the left bank of the diverted channel.

Photo 76
Looking south (upstream) on Anderson Main at 2+512 m at a section of lock blocks (CP4) on the right bank between
the gabion baskets (GB4) and the culvert (CC4).
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Photo 77
Looking south (upstream) on Anderson Main at the outlet of the culvert under 36th Ave. at 2+517 m. Note the gabion
baskets on the left bank (GB5) extend up to the culvert.
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APPENDIX 1

APPENDIX 2

GEOTECHNICAL REPORT – GENERAL CONDITIONS
This report incorporates and is subject to these “General Conditions”.

1.0

USE OF REPORT AND OWNERSHIP

This geotechnical report pertains to a specific site, a specific
development and a specific scope of work. It is not applicable
to any other sites nor should it be relied upon for types of
development other than that to which it refers. Any variation
from the site or development would necessitate a
supplementary geotechnical assessment.
This report and the recommendations contained in it are
intended for the sole use of EBA’s client. EBA does not
accept any responsibility for the accuracy of any of the data, the
analyses or the recommendations contained or referenced in
the report when the report is used or relied upon by any party
other than EBA’s client unless otherwise authorized in writing
by EBA. Any unauthorized use of the report is at the sole risk
of the user.
This report is subject to copyright and shall not be reproduced
either wholly or in part without the prior, written permission of
EBA. Additional copies of the report, if required, may be
obtained upon request.

2.0

NATURE AND EXACTNESS OF SOIL AND
ROCK DESCRIPTIONS

Classification and identification of soils and rocks are based
upon commonly accepted systems and methods employed in
professional geotechnical practice. This report contains
descriptions of the systems and methods used. Where
deviations from the system or method prevail, they are
specifically mentioned.
Classification and identification of geological units are
judgmental in nature as to both type and condition. EBA does
not warrant conditions represented herein as exact, but infers
accuracy only to the extent that is common in practice.
Where subsurface conditions encountered during development
are different from those described in this report, qualified
geotechnical personnel should revisit the site and review
recommendations in light of the actual conditions encountered.

3.0

LOGS OF TESTHOLES

The testhole logs are a compilation of conditions and
classification of soils and rocks as obtained from field
observations and laboratory testing of selected samples. Soil
and rock zones have been interpreted. Change from one
geological zone to the other, indicated on the logs as a distinct
line, can be, in fact, transitional. The extent of transition is
interpretive. Any circumstance which requires precise
definition of soil or rock zone transition elevations may require
further investigation and review.
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4.0

STRATIGRAPHIC AND GEOLOGICAL
INFORMATION

The stratigraphic and geological information indicated on
drawings contained in this report are inferred from logs of test
holes and/or soil/rock exposures. Stratigraphy is known only
at the locations of the test hole or exposure. Actual geology
and stratigraphy between test holes and/or exposures may vary
from that shown on these drawings. Natural variations in
geological conditions are inherent and are a function of the
historic environment. EBA does not represent the conditions
illustrated as exact but recognizes that variations will exist.
Where knowledge of more precise locations of geological units
is necessary, additional investigation and review may be
necessary.

5.0

SURFACE WATER AND GROUNDWATER
CONDITIONS

Surface and groundwater conditions mentioned in this report
are those observed at the times recorded in the report. These
conditions vary with geological detail between observation sites;
annual, seasonal and special meteorologic conditions; and with
development activity. Interpretation of water conditions from
observations and records is judgmental and constitutes an
evaluation of circumstances as influenced by geology,
meteorology and development activity. Deviations from these
observations may occur during the course of development
activities.

6.0

PROTECTION OF EXPOSED GROUND

Excavation and construction operations expose geological
materials to climatic elements (freeze/thaw, wet/dry) and/or
mechanical disturbance which can cause severe deterioration.
Unless otherwise specifically indicated in this report, the walls
and floors of excavations must be protected from the elements,
particularly moisture, desiccation, frost action and construction
traffic.

7.0

SUPPORT OF ADJACENT GROUND AND
STRUCTURES

Unless otherwise specifically advised, support of ground and
structures adjacent to the anticipated construction and
preservation of adjacent ground and structures from the
adverse impact of construction activity is required.
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8.0

INFLUENCE OF CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY

There is a direct correlation between construction activity and
structural performance of adjacent buildings and other
installations. The influence of all anticipated construction
activities should be considered by the contractor, owner,
architect and prime engineer in consultation with a geotechnical
engineer when the final design and construction techniques are
known.

9.0

OBSERVATIONS DURING CONSTRUCTION

Because of the nature of geological deposits, the judgmental
nature of geotechnical engineering, as well as the potential of
adverse circumstances arising from construction activity,
observations during site preparation, excavation and
construction should be carried out by a geotechnical engineer.
These observations may then serve as the basis for
confirmation and/or alteration of geotechnical
recommendations or design guidelines presented herein.

10.0

DRAINAGE SYSTEMS

Where temporary or permanent drainage systems are installed
within or around a structure, the systems which will be installed
must protect the structure from loss of ground due to internal
erosion and must be designed so as to assure continued
performance of the drains. Specific design detail of such
systems should be developed or reviewed by the geotechnical
engineer. Unless otherwise specified, it is a condition of this
report that effective temporary and permanent drainage
systems are required and that they must be considered in
relation to project purpose and function.

11.0

BEARING CAPACITY

Design bearing capacities, loads and allowable stresses quoted
in this report relate to a specific soil or rock type and condition.
Construction activity and environmental circumstances can
materially change the condition of soil or rock. The elevation
at which a soil or rock type occurs is variable. It is a
requirement of this report that structural elements be founded
in and/or upon geological materials of the type and in the
condition assumed. Sufficient observations should be made by
qualified geotechnical personnel during construction to assure
that the soil and/or rock conditions assumed in this report in
fact exist at the site.

12.0

SAMPLES

EBA will retain all soil and rock samples for 30 days after this
report is issued. Further storage or transfer of samples can be
made at the client’s expense upon written request, otherwise
samples will be discarded.
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13.0

STANDARD OF CARE

Services performed by EBA for this report have been
conducted in a manner consistent with the level of skill
ordinarily exercised by members of the profession currently
practising under similar conditions in the jurisdiction in which
the services are provided. Engineering judgement has been
applied in developing the conclusions and/or
recommendations provided in this report. No warranty or
guarantee, express or implied, is made concerning the test
results, comments, recommendations, or any other portion of
this report.

14.0

ENVIRONMENTAL AND REGULATORY ISSUES

Unless stipulated in the report, EBA has not been retained to
investigate, address or consider and has not investigated,
addressed or considered any environmental or regulatory issues
associated with development on the subject site.

15.0

ALTERNATE REPORT FORMAT

Where EBA submits both electronic file and hard copy
versions of reports, drawings and other project-related
documents and deliverables (collectively termed EBA’s
instruments of professional service), the Client agrees that only
the signed and sealed hard copy versions shall be considered
final and legally binding. The hard copy versions submitted by
EBA shall be the original documents for record and working
purposes, and, in the event of a dispute or discrepancies, the
hard copy versions shall govern over the electronic versions.
Furthermore, the Client agrees and waives all future right of
dispute that the original hard copy signed version archived by
EBA shall be deemed to be the overall original for the Project.
The Client agrees that both electronic file and hard copy
versions of EBA’s instruments of professional service shall not,
under any circumstances, no matter who owns or uses them, be
altered by any party except EBA. The Client warrants that
EBA’s instruments of professional service will be used only and
exactly as submitted by EBA.
The Client recognizes and agrees that electronic files submitted
by EBA have been prepared and submitted using specific
software and hardware systems. EBA makes no representation
about the compatibility of these files with the Client’s current
or future software and hardware systems.

